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LErrER OF TRANSMITTAL.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF Enue,mos,

Washngfon, January 3, 1914.
I am transmitting herewith for publication as a bulletin of

the Bureau of Education the third section of Harold W. Foght's
report on the rural schools of Denmark. This section of the report
pertains almost wholly to the folk high schoOls, which have by com-
mon consent been the most important factor in the transformation
in the rural life of Denmitrk and in the phedomenal economic and
social development of that country. In the 30 years from 1881 to
1912 the value of the exports of standard agricultural products
bacon, eggs, and butterincreased from $12,000,000 to"$125,000,000.
'Waste and worn-out lands have been reclaimed and renewed.. Coop-
eration in production and marketing has become more common than
in any other country. Landlordism and farm tenantry have almost
disappeared. Only 2 per cent of Danisli farmers are now tenants
or leaseholders. Rural social life has become inelligent, organic,
and attractive. A high type of idealism has been diffused among
the masses of the people. A real democracy has been established.
This is the outgrowth of an educational system, universal, practical,
and democratic. Any agency so simple, modest, and inexpensive as
the Danish fdlk high school that can be considered even as one of the
important factor', in such a result, or rather in such a combination of
results, is well worth careful study by the people of.tho United States.
\ That the Danish folk high school may be successfully transplanted

ais abundantly shown by the success of such t;choois in other Scandi-
at navian countriesNorway, Sweden, Finland. , That the form of the

school must be modified for successful transplanting to English-
spreqdng countries' is not only shown by the attemptS to establish
schools of this kind in England and America, but is inherent in the
very Nave of the schools and in the principles and ideals out of
which they have grown!'' I.agree fully with Mr. Foght's suggestions
aS to how these principles and idtals may be embodied as factors. in

,the readjustment of our rural public schools for children and applied
in the establishment of schools for the instruction of adult illiterates.
Both are desirable. An. extensive study of rural conditions and neesls
and of rural population in the united States has, however, led me to

t .



6 LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

believe that with the necessary modifications to adapt them to varying
natural resources and economic add social conditions, schools of the
Danish typeembodying the principles and ideals of Grundtvig, Flor,
Kohl, Schroder, Appel, and other 'Danish educatorsshort course
schools for young men and women from 18 to 30 or 35 years old
might be no less successful in America than thpy have been in Scan-
dinavian countries.

Respectfully submitted.

SEIRETARY OF THE INTERIOR.

P. P. CLAxToN,
C011iMisimi cr.



PREFACE.

The following pagQs tell briefly the story of Denmark's contribution
. to the theory and practice of echscation; i. o., the Danish folk high
school. As Rousseau in his day preached the gospel of childhood,
so Ortmdtvig, the father of the folk high school, gave his life to the
gospel of young manhood and womanhood. Rousseau contended
that childhood was more than a preparation for becoming grown-up;
Crundtvig proclaimed the significance of youth as a definite epoch
driug which is determined much of the life to be lived by the man.

Out of Orundtvig's philosophy, of life a system of schools for
grown-tip people gradually took' shape. Just such. schools no other
country has produced. Almost ant progressive people can boast
some sort of agricultural or other industrial schools preparing its
youth for the life tasks; but the 'Danish schools are quite different
from all such. The great work of these schools has been to lift
an -entire war-scarred, bankrupt nation out of its slough of despair,
and to set it high among the producing peoples of the world. Nor
wis this done inediatelS' through carefully wrought out technical
courses of study, but rather by disseminating a broad folk culture
among all the peopleyoung and old alike until illiteracy is now
practically unknown in the Kingdom. This latter has furnished b,
broad-minded leadership in town id rural communities. Out of it
lies come a love for Wile and soil an five bind, and a remarkable
ability to cooperate, man with man, in matters of community and
national importance in a way that mere practical industrial schools
can never give.

As `` rightful ckildrel" of the folk high schools, there have sprung
up local agricultural schools, schools of household economics, and
special schoOls for small-hold farmers. Thase furnish the practical
application for the great life principles promulgated andliexperienced'
in the folk hjgh schools. They form a.system of rural sokools corn,
plote enough to furnish the broadeA kind of general culture properly
balanced with the practical and technical, and yet so well done that
the highest good in life is more than able to hold its oali with the
mere money side of things.

Tho folk high-schoolwhiloSophy has been worked out with many
modifications. Some of. the schools still adhere' to the original,
"cultural" courses, pure and simple. Others have greatly modified

- 7



8 PREFACE.

their plans by stgiving to solve the bread and 'butter problems of the
people as well. That the former class of schools has exerted the
deepest and roost lusting influence on *the nation is certain. But, if
Danish folk school principles tiro to be in any wise made use of on this
side of the Atlantic., such will probably lie adaptations from the
modified schools which, while still adhering to the deep cultural
ideas of Grundtvig as enunciate(tIhrough tla "living word," find
time to solve the pressing workaday problems of all who come within
the school's influence.
/that some' adaptation of the Dani :Th. folk high school is possible

and even highly desirable in sections of t Ito United States there can
scarcely be a question. The purpose of this bulletin is to tell in as
simple a manner as possible the story of these schools, emphasizing
what they have accomplished for the nation at large andfor the
rural folk as individuals, in the hope of lendilig some lissistanco
to the earnest men and women who are at this time hard at work
to bring about an awakening in-some of the retarded byways of our
own American rural life.

A general acknowledgment of assistance while studying these
schoolsin Denmark and elsewhere was given in the preface to "The
educt4ional system of rural Denmark" and needs no rlictitien here.

H. W. F.
December ::?5, 1913

4



THE DANISH FOLK HIGH SCHOOLS.

ACRICULT1..: UAL EVOLLTION AND THE FOIL
HIGH SC11001..

Denmark a land where agriculture. fs science.Pclimark is one of
the smallest kingdoms in Europe. The total land area measures less
than 1.),000 square mules, making it less than one-half the size of
Maine, and less than one-fourth the ::ize of Missouri. The soil is
naturally light, and greAt sections of central and western Jutland are
'sandy and almost worthless. The climate, rltile never extremely
mid,. is raw and inhospitable the greater part. or the year. The popu-
lation numbers about 2,800,000, of whom fully 61 per cent make
their liVing from the soil.

In t his much-liandicapped land a mighty struggle has 1.,een waged
against nature. In less than two generations a poorly ordered agri-
cultural system has been changed into the most scientific to be found
any-where on the Continent of Europe. The soil has been made
to yield abundantly, and its produtcts have been placed upon the
tvorld markets by the farmers themselves, who receive spei:ial train
for this very pcu pose. Nothing speaks in stronger ternt's for,,the suc-
cess of Danish agriculture than figures allowing the surprisingly rapid
increase in the amount of annual exports. Thus, in 1881 just before .

cooperative enterprise anumg the farmers had gained much. head-
way, the net export in the three farm statiloK; bacon, butter, and eggs,
was valued at $12,010,000. In 19,04i-it-had increased. to $6g,070,000,
and only eight years/ later had'reached the surprisingly large sum of
$125,000,000. Such figures can ho explained in one way onlythe
application of broad general intelligence to agricultural production
and marketing, an intelligence induced by a system of gchools pecul-
iarly adapted ti,) ruralneeds.
. A ?harked reclamation scrvice.The old- Denmark is being made

anew by the industry of man. The and dunes that have been heaped
up by the Nbrth Sou for ages along the western shore of Jutland have
been checked in their 'inland drift. Great windbreaks of pine and
spruce are beginning to stop the force of the northwest winds. Vast
plantations of everFreen and deciduous trees are rselaiming the
heather regions at 014 hetirt of Tutland 'where nothing save ling
Could grow before. The very" waters' from he inland bogs are util-
ized :to irrigate the dry upland heath and rn, it into prctductive

. .



10 THE DANAH 1HGH SCHOOLS.

meadow. Everywhere the fields and meado*s are kept in a high state
of production through careful tilling and fertilization. All barnyards
manures are carefully husbanded and utilized. Great quantities of
marl are dug at great labor fr \m deep beds and sprinkled over the
fields. Rock phosphates from the'United States and elsewhere are'
likeWise used to coax the soil to produce. Great macadamized turn-.
pikes. have drawn the farmsteads close to the markets and made easy
the traffic in raw materials from farm to town. Free rural delivery
and parcels post are old and well tried.. Rural telephones are com-
mon, and in maty regions the farm homes and farm schools are lighted
with electricity generated by wind poWer.

Remarkable growth of cooperative enterprise.To produce much
from the soil is but one side of agriculture; to be able to take these
pjoducts and place them upon the world markets to the best advaxt
tage is quite another matter. The Danish farmer has solved both
the production and the distribution sides of his agriculture. In the

. first place, as will be shown later, the folk high schools tetiat a mutual
trust andconfidence which have mtkle possible this remarkable (level,
opment in cooperative enterprise, .1110 no one thing has played a

;greater part in the agricultural prosperity than the spirit of coopera-
tion which prevails on every side.

More than 1,400 cooperative stores with several hundred thousand
members sell mod than $20,000,000 worth of goods annually. In
addition, many scores of societies are formed for the joint purchas-
ing of feeding stuffs, fertilizers, etc. -The selling associations are or-
ganized on a plan similar to the English Rochdale system of stores.
. The cooperative dairies and cheese factories were the first to

give. Danish farm industries a name abroad. The first cooperative
dairy was started as into as 1882. At the beginning of 1913 nd less
than 1,188 such cooperative plants were busily at work. To these
may be' added 328 private dairies, which make the total number
'1,516. About 2,700.000,000 kilograms of milk, making fully 96,500,-
000 kilograrhs of butter, are handled in the cooperative plants. One
dairy alone"Trifolimny" at Haslov, Zealandreceives the milk
from,12,000 cows, 'treating at least 28,500,000 .kilograms of milk;
40,000 cheeses of 50 varieties are usually stored in the curing cel-
lars of the dairy, which if put end' to end would cover fully 13 'miles.

The small Kingdom boasts All-established bacon factories, of
which 42 are cooperative and managed by the farmers theinielves.
Practically every farmer belongs to- one or another of-these enter-
prises. It ma tern not whether he is a,small holder and produces
ohly-half a do ..1 'pigs a year or is a big estate owner boasting his
three or four h . Last year about 2,090,000 pigs were slaugh-
tered in the coo, ativencon 'factories, representing a value of fully
$30,000,000. does not take into consideration the slaughterinf
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of beef cattle, all important side industry. Every pig killed for ex-
port is carefully inspected by Government veterinarians and must be
absolutely frec from every trace of disease or it can not receive the
Government's red export stamp. This bacon is sold on the English
markets in successful competition with the products of the Western
Hemisphere. All this work of preparing the pork products for the
markets, from raising the pig to selling it in London, is done by the
farmers trained for this work in the rural schools.

Even the exportation of eggs has' been organized as a powerful
cooperative enterprise. This began in 1895 and is now carried on
frotn 500 gathering 'centers. The Danish eggs obtain remarkably

-high prices abroad, because they are scientifically handled and sold
under absolute guarantee that they are frt.sh. This is made possible
by the..ttranding system in vogue, and the severe regulations under
which the eggs are gathered, candled., and packed. -

Control unions and Government breeding renters.-7Agricultural effort
is systematized and kept at. a high point of perfection by an army of
control union assistants or local agricultural experts trained in spe-
cial courses at the rural agricultural schools. These men test the
milk for butter fat, instruct in feeding, make soil analyses, and give
advice on how o fertilize. They instruct in forms of farm account-
ing, test -cattle for tuberculosis, and in other ways lend direct assist -
ance to farming. There are 524 such unions at the present time.
The value of the organizations may be seen in the fact that du'ring
the year 1911 the total number of milch cows belonging within the
unT6ris-gave on the average 600 pounds of milk or 23 pounds tbutter
more each than did the cows not so owned. To systematize, to per-
fect, and to remove all waste is the endeavor of the control unions..

The National Government takes an active part in agricultural
progress by training a large corps of farm experts who are at work
at the many experiment stations of the country or out among the
farmers. Of great importance are the efforts of the Government in
operating, or at least giving State aid for, the maintenance of breed-
ing centers for choice stock. Thus great work has been done for the
perfection of the, two types of Danish native hbrses, the heavy
Jutish sorrels and the lighter Fredriksborg bays; likewise the fine
black and white Jutish cows NO the smaller red Fyou cows are
receiving much attention, as are also the large, white Dh,nish " land-
swine "the perfection bacon hogs.

Parceling out the lurgosestates.The day of landlord.- absentee
or otheriiseis a thing of the past in Denmark. Sine: farmers
havelearned to direct theiebwn governnient, they have 10. laws
which forbid the joining of several farms already established. 'On'
the other hand, the partitiop of larger farms or estates into small

.pareels ia.eneenraged by legislative enactment. The .Government.
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encourages industrious farm laborers to become landowifers, by
making direct long-time loans for this purpose at 31 per cent.. Local
credit unions of farmers are also organized to assist members of the
unions to borrow,,money to invest in land or farm improvements,
which money can generally be procured at 4 per cent on the combined
credit of the organization. This solution of rural credits makgs it
possible for men of small means to become independent, which would
bo an impossibility under other conditions. Only one-fifteenth of the
Danish farmers arc now tenants or leaseholders. At this time
116,614 farms contain 71. acres or less; 28,992 farms contain from II t
to 22t acres; 35,257, from 331 to 671 acres; 6;502, kora 135 to 270
acres; and 22 contain 440 acres and over. The latter are the old
entailed estates which have not yet boon reached by the now land
laws. It should ho added, however, that during the last few years
several of the large estates have been voluntarily parceled out into
small holdings. In this way intensive small farming is ever on the
increase.

Rural social life. Two things, at least, are necessary to hold a
strong farm population on the soil. One of these is an economic
return from the land - commensurate with the labor and money
invested. Without it no one can bo contented to remain there.
Denmark has,solved this side of the problem. The other pertains to
the social existence in rural, communities. Even if agriculture is
made reasonably profitable as a calling, this alone will not be suf11-
cient induceinent to hold a largo productive population on the farms.
Daily life must be-kept humanly interesting and attractive there.
If the open country can not offer at least simele social attractions,
people will go where they can got them.

In these respects, too, Denmark has been fortunate. There is no
longer any danger of a eitywaid .exeduS. Many of the social prob-

`- lerns confronting us in American rural communities have boon cleared
away. First of all, the great working factors in country lifethe
school and churchhave been able to hold their own against urban
influence. Strong churches and well-organized schools in charge of
devoted and well-trained men who aro giving their lives to thwork
in the open country lie, there as permanent citadels against any out-
side-aggression. Much of the social life in the community is inspired
by these institutions. Pastors and teachers have their share in the
remarkably effective extension work emanating from the folk high
schools' nd local agricultural echools. Because the social and recrea-
tive life is in the main directed from these souroes, it is geneially
wholesome. Each country parish has its own assembly hall and
gymnasium. The former is used for extension course lectures, by
the local singing union, and for matters of a similar nature. The
latter hold high place in Danish rural life. The gymnasium, in fact,
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is the center of tho athletic and play activities of the community.
Gymnastics is compulsory in all the rural schools and is continued
at home after the close of school life. It is not uncommon to see
graybeards among the drilling youngsters, turning handsprings and
vaulting the horse with tho best of them. Such activities keep the

.farm hearts eternally young. Another unique -organization of the
farmers is the so-called skyttrforeninger or sharpshooters' associations.
These were founded years ago as patriotic volunteer organize tion.s, to
hold themselves is readiness for the eventualities of war. With the
passage of time these clubs also have become centers for much of the
community's social life.

Last of mention, the school's' are training young men and women
for a varied rural artisanship. Thg, small holders' schools, expecially,
are doing a good work here. Carpenters and masons who take speCiai
interest iir rural architecture; weavers, cobblers, and others who live
and do their work in the country or rural hamletsall add their
fraction to rural-life betterment.. It is well to remember that in the
17nited States we had at one time a twofold sociallife in rural dis-
tricts. There were the soil tillers, pure and simple, and th6 group of
artisans down at the crossroadsthe blacksmith, wheelwright, cab-
inetmaker, cobbler, weaver, etc.who represented an important part
of our early soil life. These Maus long ago disappeared, forced to
the cities because of inability to compete with the machine-made
Wares there. Whether (hit- schools or other forces shall be able to
reconstruct such an art isanship, or whether this is at all desirable, is
quite another question.

A correct outlook on. life. Danish farmers have learned to take the
right outlook on life. They have learned in a generation that agri-
cultural life needs not be complementary of city life. Such farmers
are no longer subject. to newspaper cartooning or witty lampooning.
They have found their strength and are exerting it in a wholesome
way for national improvement. With the conquest of the soil came
now, hitherto unknown, powers. The schools pointed the way. In
order best to handle the products of the soil, good laws were neces-
sary. This led the way to politics. The radical or left party,.which
is composed mainly of small and middle -class farmers, is now in full
£ntrol of the Government and the Rigsdag. Practically the entire
cabinet, from the prime minister down, is made up of men from the
rural communities; and most of the progressive agricultural and social
legislation enacted in recent years can be traced to the radical party.

Once again, it may be asserted that the folk high schools and schools
that have grown out of them, are largely reeponeiblelor this social-
economic. evolution. But before entering into detail upon the story
of the schools, the beginnings of the agricultural evolution must here
be told in order filly to make doer the romarkableseheOgeerneughV
by them in the life of the people.
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The Changes of a century.The middle of the eighteenth century
found Danish agriculture in 'a deplorable condition. The bulk of
tillable lands had, down through the times, become centered in an
arrogant land-holding nobility or in the Crown. Not many of the
one-time powerful free-landed peasantry had been strong enough to
survive the changeable times of the middle ages as independent land-
owners. A majority of them had been forced into a condition of
serfdom, under which they must remain on the estate \Acre born,
frdm the age of 4,to 35; and after the period of bondage was ended
were obliged under law to rent land lots from their recent overlords
on Conditions most intolerable. Among other burdens, they were
subkct to Iloveri, or working a definite number of days weekly on
the liead estate. In addition, they were ground down by heavy
tithings; and personal initiative was curbed by the system, then in
vogue, of working the soil in common. The soil was poorly managed,
and science in agriculture unknown. Even the National Government
eeemed to discriminate deliberately against the struggling peasants
through unfair legislationespecially in the form of exorbitant export
duties. To fill the cup of the peasants' despair, a virulent cattle
plague swept the country and cloged the markets of Hamburg against
cattle, their chief export.

In the middle of one of Copenhagen's most prominent thorough-
fares standsla rather plain obelisk called Friheds State, or liberty
monument. It was erected to commemorate the freeing of the serfs
in 1788. On the one side it bears the inscription: ''The King saw
that Civic Freedom fixed in righteous law gives Love of Country,
Courage for its Defense, Desire for Knowledge, Longing for Industry,
Hope of Prosperity;" and on the other, "The King hade that Serf-
dom should cease; that to the Land laws should be given Order and
Might; that the free Peasants may 'become brave and enlightened,
industrious and good, an honorable citizen, in happiness." These
words of wisdom and prophecy have been fully justified by a century
of attainment, on the part of the freedmen.

The first reforms had already come in 1781, whiqii communism in
landholding was abandoned. Three years later the great Crown
,ehtates were parceled out; then, in 1788, serfdom came to an end.
Export duties were lifted on corn and cattle, and the Government
established a credit fund to help the new small holders get on their

- feet. This period of reform wrought wonders in the life of the people.
Much progress was made in agriculture. Tho public schools were
improved and intelligence grew apace. Then came the Napoleonic
wars, carrying with them widespread national ruin. The war left
inmark politically crushed. Her fleets were gone, and with them
her power at sea; Norway was lost for good, leaving a shrunkengeo-
graphical area and a discouraged people. As soon as the embargoes on
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foodstuffs were lifted, grain prices fell to below the cost of production.
The period 1823 to 1825 saw a great crisis in the agricultural life of the
nation. More than one-third of all the big estates went under the
hammer and changed hands. Once more patriotic leaders came fo,
the succor and brought about addi ..onal reforms which gave gfad-
ual relief.

The second great national shock came with the disastrous German
war of 1864. A struggle, long drawn and embittered by national
differences, had culminated in 1848 in a depertrte war between, Den-
mark and the rebellious duchies of Schleswig and Holstein. - For the
time being Denmark came out victorious. But the fires of bitterness
fed by race differences were keptnaive. In north Schleswig, where
an overwhelming number of people were Danish speaking, the offi-
cials were German sympathizers and did all in their power to stir
contention and strife. At this critical time the first folk high school
in history was established at Rodding (1S44), just. a few miles south of
the present boundary between Germany and Denmark. Thus the
first of these schools took root in patriotic seed ground. Around it
was waged a bitter struggle forttational existence; and when Schles-
wig became foreign soil at. the close of the war, the school was moved
Kaily from Rodding to Vejen on the Danish side of the border,
where under the name of Askov FoikehojA-ole it became the alma
mater of the folk high schools of the laud.

When all seemed lost, and the nation was sinking in a lethargy of
despair, new voices were hoard in the land. A now philosophy was
promulgated, it taught that education must become universal, prac-
tical, and democratic, that 5 ereatter Denmark's defense must be built
on the foundation of broad intelligence, rooted gin the love of
God and home and native land. The father of the new philosophy '
was Bishop Nikolai Frederik Soverin Grundtvig. Aided by Kristen.
Kold and others, he laid the foundation for the folk, high schools,
which wore destined to revolutionize Danish rural life. The elemen-
tary schools, too, felt the new influence and strove to answer the needs
of the now times. The people wore eager to listen and to act...The
now sPi:it expressed itself in more ways than in 'schools. Christian
Deigns curd his coworkers began the gigantic task of reforesting the
heather lands of Jutland, and draining the bogs and irrigating the
upland moors. In a lifetime almost as much tillable land has been
reclaimed as was lost to the enemy. C. F. Tietgen became the chief
spirit in a movement to reorganize commerce and manufacture; and
more recently Svend HOgsbro and others with him have drawn the
farmers into a remarkable systerq of cooperative buying, producing,
and selling associations, which are-now the envy and marvel of the
world. A new era of national prosperity came into being, in which
a scientific agriculture is the most important economib. factor.
Indeed, fully 88 per -cent of the country's export trade falls under the
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head of "agricultural produce," while manufactures, other then farm
products, represent only 8 per cent and fishing 4 per cent.

Place of the folk high school in the agricultural evolution.Askov
Folk High School and four score schools of a similar kind have brought
about most of these changes. They came into being at a time when
the nation was politkally distraught and needed a healing and uni-
fying influence. They succeeded in harmonizing the discordant de=
malts, binding all classes together in the common bond of love of
fatherland. Duty and opportunity became watchwords. The edu-
cated seized upon their opportunity and gave- the best they had in
them for their country; the ignorant became educated and in time
formed a great working force for a better Denmark.

Just how the folk high schools have been instrumental in Den-
mark's political rebirth, and how they have led the way to its present
economic independence will be told in detail later. Let it suffice at
this point to say, that while the schools do not immediately emphasize
the so-called worldly practical, they do give something instead that has 2
proved of vastly greater importancea broad culture, furnishing its
possessor with a keen world outlook, making him altruistic, strong in
love of God and fellowman, of home and soil and native land. Above
everything else, the life lived in the schools imparts a deep confidence
and trust in man, thereby making possible all the remarkr.blp coopera-
tive enterprises spoken of above. And last of mention, the folk
high-school life has made clear to its students that suecessin life
should bo measured by standards other and higher than mere money
standards, and with such practical results that achieveraont for land
and people is in Denmark esteemed to-day far above successful accu-
mulation of wealth. The teacher, the preacher, the'econojnist, the
man who gives his best for his country, holds higher rank than the
man who has heaped up a great fortune.

Testimony of leading economists and schoolmen. That the folk high
schools are to be ereditod with organizing and systematizing Danish
agriculture seems almost incredible at first. Foreign educators and
parliamentary and congressional commissions have come to study the
schools in skeptical mood and have gone away convinced. One needs
only to take the testimony of the Danish leaders themselves. On all
his trip of investigation, the writer could find no man willing to give
the credit to an organization other than the folk high schools. Tote
sure, many would point to contributory causes and the good work of
the local agricultural schools, but oven these are the "rightful chil-
dren" of the folk schOols.

Says Poul la emir, the late lamented scientist of Askov:
Just as an enrichment of the soil gives the beet conditions fy(r the seeds sown in it,

so the horizon-bioadening, Well-grounded training of the folk high schools provides
the surest basis for business capacity, and not the least so in the case of the coming
farmer.
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This much for the general cultural value of the folk-school educa-
tion. Speaking on another occasion in regard to the almost phenom-
enal spread of.-cooperation, La Cour says:

The resoluteness and capacity with which Danish farmers passed over from making
a quantity of poor butter on the smaller farm and holdings up and down the country
to the manufacturing in cooperative dairies of a butter of almost uniform fineness is
no doubt the consequence of their having had expert leaders like the late, N. J. Fjord,
without whom no progress could have been made. But the question remains, how a
great agricultural population in so short a time could be induced to follow directions
and carry the *tat t er through.'

By way of getting an answer to this query, Mr. In Cour sent out a
questionnaire to 970 cooperative (buries and 260 dairies of a private
nature. Unfortunately- only 436 of these made answer; but oven this
was sufficient to Rife it good idea of how these leaders aro trained.
The answers showed that of the mon in charge of the plants, 47 per
cent had attended some folk high school, 62 per cent some dairy .
school, 24 per cent had attended some local agricultural schal, and
90 per cent had been at ono or another of these schools, which are all
imbued with some degree of Grundtvig's philosophy.

Principal Alfred PouLsen, of Ryslingo, speaking in similar vein on
the same subject, says:

The quickness andd, precision with which this change was carried out is due partly
to,the leading agriculturists of our country and partly to the high schools. By their
help .a set of young, energetic men were brought up to understand the importance of

newew ideas; and to secure the success of-the new principle of cooperative manufac-
Some of them, after a very short cot" of professional instruction, were able

to undertake the responsible work as managers of the larger and smaller coolierative
dairies.'

lien. M. P. Blem, of Copenhagen, one of the keenest of the modern
agricultural leaders, in conversation with the writer declared that
the greatest factor in our national agricultural life is the high schools; for at these a
staff of able young men and women, are annually trained and sent out, men and women
who with open eye aid undaunted courage go out into practical farming life and with
energy and understanding perform the work they have been trained and perfected in.1

Sir Horace Plunkett, who has himself made a careful study of
agriculture in Denmark, says:

A friend of mine who was studying the Danish system of State aid'to agriculture,
found this [that the extteordisary national progress was due to the folk high school]
to be the opiaion of the Danes of all classes, and was astounded at the achievements of
the associations of farmers not only in the manufacture of butter, but in a far more
difficult undertaking, the manufacture of bacon in large factories equipped with all the
Most modern machinery and appliances which science had devised for the production
of the finished article. lie at first concluded that this success in a highly technical

1 Odense Meelkerliklende No. 31, Aug. 6, 1907.
11Pouben. The Danish Popular High &hoot, p. 14.

See also Diem Report of the CA operative Movement in Denmark, p. 7.
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industry by bodies of farnierm indicated a very perfeci system of technical education.
But he At NM f(ill nd another ratile. As one of the leading ellucat4Irs and ugrienItorists
of the country mid to him: "It's not technical instruction, it's the humanities. "'

A great mass of similar evidence could be furnished to show how
the folk-high-school influence is viewed by those intimat, with the
schools; but enough tostinirmy has already been introduced to satisfy
the reader on the point of the importance #f the part played by the
folk high schools in Danish national life. It is now tune to ask just
how these schools originated, and how they have grown into their
present power 51141 influence. These queries will he answered in the
following section.

ILEVOLUTION OF THE FOLK HIGH SCHOOL 1.N
ISENMARK.

Nekolai Frederik Sevrrin Grand! vig TS3-1S72).To tell the
story of the beginnings of the Danish folk high school is virtually to
unfold the narrative of the long and useful life of its originator,
Bishop Grundtvig. This master mind dominated the etfucational
and theological world in the north for nearly three-pvirters of a
century, and placed the indelible stamp o his spirit upon the national
life in Denmark and, to .a lesser degree, Norway and Sweden.
Poet, philosopher, historian, theologian, and educator, ho became
not alone the schoolsos' piritual father, but his philosophy of
tuition has come to form the pedagogical .foundation of the schools,
while his religious zeal has given them their marked characteristics,
making these schools- distinctive in the educational world.

Grundtvig came of an ancient, worthy family. From his toot her,
who sprang from an ancestry renowned in national annals, he inher-
ited a love of historic research. He lived in a world of books till
the age of 9, when, according to the custom of the day, ho entered the
household of t} minister near Vejlo, on the edge of the gloomy Jutish
heather, where he spent six years in preparation for the Latin school.
While roaming the heather young Grundtvig became intimate with
the somber life of the folk living on the monotonous moor, a fact
which stood him well in stead later when his life work for the common
people began.
_ In 1798 he entered the Latin school at Aarhus, and spent there, as
he later tolls, two wasted years. For this institution was one of the
narrow, scholastic type provarent in those days, whore natural boys.
were .compelled to absorb much Latin and catechism through a
meaningless memoriter process. The result of it all was that froin
this time onward Grundtvig became the irreconcilable foe of the old
aristocratic Latin schools with their deadening formalism and dis-

Plunkett. Ireland in the New Century.
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(lain for the Masses of the people. In 1800 he came to Copenhagen
to prepare for his university entrance examinations. Here he almost
immediately fell Under the influence pf Dr. Steffens, the friend of
Goethe, Schiller, Fichte, and Schelling, through whose inspiring
lectures he was firAt carried into a new thought world of philosophy,
history, and literature, which was later destined to change his entire
life and the thought life of the nation.

AH iMpO.:11)10 love affair awakened the poetic in Grundtvig's
nature, who de;kpairingly strove to drown his passion ut Goethe,
Schiller, and Shakespeare. His poems mid translations soon began
to appear in leading periodical$. Especially (lid ho enter heart and
soul upon the study of Norse mythology, and in 180S his great work,
"Norse .!k, rytliiilog,y" was published. His -fame immediately spread
over northern Europe, Frederik Schlegel, in his enthusiasm, i*o-
(gunning Grundtvig Denniark'S- greatest poet. .

These had been trying years for the war-pressed. itatiAn. The
unwelcome alliance with Bonaparte; the desperate naval battle with
Lord Nelson's, English fleet in Copenhagen Harbor; later the bom-
bardment of Copenhagen; the desperate though hopeless resistance
of the remnants of a one-time proud naval forceall had a paralyzing
effect on the feeling of nationality among the masses. At least so
it seemed to the young enthusiast, who with sorrow contrasted the
time in which he lived will' the days when Danish ravens scoured
every sea and Norse Viking iameS struck terror in craven hearts.
The people, ho felt, no longer knew the glorious story of Valhalla
and the ancient gusts. 'Pilch very origin, as suns of the free, uncon-
quered north, seemed even to have lost its moaning. HO must

' write and translate and through books acquaint this people with
their own glorious past and so inspire them to future deeds! Thus
began long years of literary activity, making him, perhaps, the most-
volumiyus of Danish writers.

In spite of the fact that his manuscrilas would have filled at least '
30,Q00 octave pages he was in no sense a bookworm. His was .

properly a great pan Germanic spirit, over Striving for expression.
It has been 'aid of Grundtvig "that, he dreamed .so mightily that
he made a world thereof." His researches, so. patiently carried on,
were n for the more love of study; but for the fruits he could bring
the pone. Poetry was to him the language of the heart, through
which he'best could touch responding chords in the hearts of others. .

41
Meanwhile Grundtvig had completed his theologiCal education

and entered the active pastorate. Almost immediately he found
himself deep in a struggle against all that was false and formal in
the State church. This led to an open break with officialdom and
high .church dignitaries. Finally the pulpit was closed against his
polemics; but not hofore the demand for reforms had gone teo.far
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to be chocked; and Grundtvig lived to see a new freedom in church
organization adopted by the country _in keeping with the other re-
forms inspired by him.

In 1828 Grundt,Ikg retired from the active ministry, and the
historian, poet, and siudent of research in him again steps into the
foreground. During the great activity Of this periqd he translated
Snorre Sturlason's Heimskringla from the original Icelandic, and
put Saxo Grammatius's Chronicles of Denmark from Latin into
homely Danish,. Siruilauly, ho translated Beowulf from the Anglo-
Saxon into Danish. These gigantic tasks were inspired by a love
for the masses,' in a desire to make the great literature of the old
north available to all. his Arpose was to bring the glorious past
to the common people in such simple Mid attractive garb that the
slumbering memories of a great ancestry would stir the discouraged
among them to renewed effort:

About this time Grundtvig made several trips to England, iv:Imre.
ho pursued his researches at Oxford and Cambridge. Hero it came
to him as an uapleasunt shock that England had a throbbing, pul-
sating folk life which Stood in striking contrast to the sluggish indif-
ference of the peasantry at home. Again he had found his spur to
further effort. When ho returned home it was as a Columbus "with
sunshine in his eye and a new world in his heart."

Awake! Awake! 0 Danish Knighthood,
Day and Deed spell Hen) Rhyme.

Dr. Hollmann says:
By this time he was clear in his own mind that books are the shadow only of the

living word; his own experience had clearly enough taught him that no people can
be mused by books alone, °vet, though these may be ever so soulful. lie even went
so ar as to smile at his 'own impatience that neither the old nor the now writings
could give now life to the Norse spirit and the Danish tree of life.'

From now on plans for a school that could bind all classes together
through a common folk culture were gradually taking form in his
mind. At first it looked as though Grundtvig Might organize the
work in person; but this was not to be. Ho became reconciled to
stand as the groat inspirer and left the practical realization to others

perhaps. better fitted for this phase of the work.
.Grundtrig and the gospel of youth."Youth," assorts Grundtvig,

"is the creative period of the.spiritwhon tho groat hopes and visions
appear that foreshadow the period of maturity and'when the soul
reaches out for the cloak that fits it." He would place the youth
under. inspired and inspiring teachers at a time when impressionable
to the noblest ideals in life. Them must be an, awakening of the
spirit!. The youth are to be taken in hand toward. the close of the
period of adolescence, when all young people are ready "to hitch

nonmsan, Dr. A. II. Den Danake Folkehalskolo, p.

L
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their little wagon to a star," when the fires of hope burn bright.
To get them to pause, to think, to ask themselves the question,
What are we? and Why are we ?to turn introspectively and examine
into their own souls in search of the purpose of lifeall this is the
first work of the "inspirers." With 901114.1 glimmer of comprehension
-of life purpose comes the birtji of altruism and love for fellow mat,.,
Now the awakening is carried on apace. It is to be Christian, his-
torical, national, and individual. Such work calls for great teachet-d
men who are ,"gifted with enthusiasm for what is historically true, .

ethically noble, ?and esthetically beautiful," and for "a continuation
of the best home influence, only intensified and broadened."' Den-
mark has been fortunate in such teachers, and the schools, iii their
daily life, furnish the intensified home influence..

Grundtvig abhorred the narrow humanistic schools of his day.
IIe .called them "the black school" and "the sikool for death."
"The chief characteristic of the prevailing humanisit," he asserted,
"NrttS to turn its back upiln the homelike and `folkly." The Roman
flood, as he called the learning of the day, was a tragedy which had
robbed the north European nations of much of what was innermost
and best.. '['he schools had given stones instead. of bread, and filled
the youth with questionable impressions of at foreign culture at the
expense of their own virile northern culture.

Grundtvig lied practical reasons as well for combating the so-called
learned schools of his day. "All these institutions have the fault,"
ito said, "that the37 embitter their students against ordinary worka-
day activities, so that they lose all desire to handle hammer, tongs,
and plow, and can no longer.feel happy in-the ordinary manual activi-
ties."' .The learne,i1 schools trained the f to become professors in
the university and to hold "fat livings" in overnment oflice. Mean-
while the masses were left to shift for themselves. The folk-school
philosophy came as a powerful protest against this prevailing system
and led to its ultimate overthrow.

eirundtvig' s early ideas of what the school should be.Tho great bishop
never outlined a definite plan for the school; but he did promulgate,
from time to time, as his ideas on the subject became crystallized, the
great working principles around which the pchool is built. It was
left for Kristen Kohl and others to make t.ho practical application in
the school.

First of all, the ultimate aim of the schools must not be "examina-
tions followed by a Government living;"3 but rather a culture, an
enlightenment, which shall be its own reward. The main thing must
be, "that which is living; mutual, and simple "' that which every

t Ilay, John Christian. Conference for Education in the South, 1911, p. 183.
See Holtman!), Dr. A. II. Den Minsk& Forkerdijstole, p.29.
'See Ontudtrk. Sala tor Lire', 8nlarlekrifter, p. 135. *
'Ibid.
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man can afford to seek, because it is useful and will add zest and
enjoyment to life.

Secondly, books must not be 'unduly emphasized. This does not
mean the wholesale condemnation of hooks, but is a protest agains. t
the useless heaping up of book learning for no other purpose, seem-
ingly, than to pass an examination. Books will continue as necessary
compendiums, that is true; but. in the new schools the voice from the
speakers' stand shall wing the teacher's personality to the students,
so that individual students may feel their own personality quickened
into life.

Again, the method used in presenting the subjects is at least as
important as the subject matter. Grundtvig exclaims:

It is in no wise enough, although necessary, in the Danish folk high schools to strive
to acquaint the youth with a mother tongue, with history, sociology, and statistics,
with constitution and law, administration and municipal affairs; for this might all be
dbne in such a stiff, dead, tiresome, and even "un-Danish " way that the folk school
Would become an empty shadow or a land plague.'

The school was to be based on the historic-poetical and above
everything else have a decided national stamp. That Grundtvig
should emphasize the national element above everything else is
readily explainable in the banish struggle for national existence.

The Use of the Danish "folkelig," which everywhere appears in
Grundtvig's system, carries a deeper meaning than our "popular."
The German "VOlkisch" comes nearer to expressing it. It is "pop-

. ular," but it is "popular' in its nationalistic setting. When Grundt-
vig emphatSizee the national element as necessary in the schools he
"meant thereby what he himself wasa deep national personality,
grown up in the historic soil of the fatherland, bearing the imprint of
its language, and soul-inspired by its `folkly' peculiaritles."2

In consequence, the folk high school should concern itself first of
all with the fatherland, with its nature, its hist9ry, its needs, its occu-
pations, and its shortcomings. First in the list 61 subjects must
come the mother tongue- and all that belongs to itliterature, song,
music, and the like.

The folk high school has been highly successful in teaching its
students to express themsolies in pure, ringing Danish, and to sing
the virile folk songs and hero ballads. Likewise,' it has created a
taste for the fine old Norse Sagas and the best in more recent litera-
ture.. All this may seem to vary in no wise from the ordinary curricu-
lum. One must be in the schools and follow. the methods ftsed and
feel the spirit of the students to understand fully. Grundtvig himself
used the purest of Danish and'his prose writings have had a purifying
effect on the language; his psalms are sung everywhere in Danish

18mmakritter, p. 181. 'Den Dunks Folkeh6Jskole, p. &S.
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churches, and his folk songs, to this day, hold first place in the average
home.

To digress a little here, Dr. Hellmann, who has studied' the schools
carefully, has this to say about the remarkable influence of language
study in the foLk high schools on the nation at large:

The foreigner is surprised, as a rule, when he hears that in Deumart plain peasants
are the leaders of debate in the Higsdag and control the more important Government
offices; and he is even more surprised when he has had opportunity to hear them give
their views on important questions in the'lligsdag or at agricultural meetings. The
foreigner will, perhaps, be even more surprised when be hears in the Danish folk high
schools lectures given to young people of nothing more than ordinary common-school
preparation on Hegel, Schleiermacher, and the modern philosophical and social
problems.

The "living word" in these schools does not usually concern itself
with what one would call "popular" lectures; it strives to make real
thinkers'out of the sturdy, red-fisted youths on the school benches by
offering the best food for thought, and It teaches them to express
themselves in pure, incisivelpanish.

Then, again, the schools must be supplied with teachers able to
use the "living word". so intimately, so soulfully, so poetically as to
bridge the span between speaker and hearers. This is really the'
very foundation of the folk high-school system and the secret of its
success. Those ,of the teachers who have been most successful in
their work have not been noted for great oratorical gift nor have
they employed the intimately technical methods of the search-
ing scientist. The middle ground has been theirs. Says Hohmann:

These men speak without ecstacv, use no bombastic, flowery language; but through-
out the lecture there courses a deep undercurrent of feeling that goes right to the heart
and holds the ittentioirhey speak as would men of a rich inner life concerning
the matters they deal I ; much as the rays from a lighthouse that penetrate the
surface of the deep, so as to light up for the moment the turmoil of the rolling billows
in the otherwise monotonous darknes0

Finally, the work of the school must rest on a historical fotinda-
tion. The subject matter shall not lay emphasis on mere facts,
chronological arrangement, and memoriter processes. 9rundtvig
would prefer teaching of the kind the old Norse skjalds or minnesing-
er.4 did, who through fiery song told the valor of old to spur the
living to greater deeds. To him the history of the fatherland was a
living story which should be narrated from man to man, from gen-
eration to genetation. With all this the practical side of life was not
to be neglected. Ho would emphasize "statistics" or, 'es neiv under-
stood, economies eind sociology. There should also be an under-
standing of the constitution and law of the land. t yen a study of
local, mEnicipal affairs is hinted at in some of his writings.

Thin Dula* yolltsh0Jskais, p. 44. 11441.,.p. 40.
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It should be made clear hero that Grundtvig warns against all man-
ner of technical instruction in the schools. He believed sincerely
that such would be impossible alongside of. the general culture.
Practical agriculture, for example, and the application of cooperative
enterprise through the schools held no place in his plans.

It is true that had he lived in our day he would, without qulestion,
have included the history of agriculture, the theory of cooperative
enterprise, etc., in the curriculum, but the fact remains that he did.
not, and whatever of innovation has come in recent years must be
accredited to other leaders.

King Christian V ill inrited to open a Royal Free School for Life.
It early became Grundtvig's dearest hope to see a high school for the
people established at historic Sore), in Zealand. Here, on the site of
one of the most noted monasteries of the middle ages, stands "Seed
Akademi," the best end_ owed and most noted classical schoi31 in the
Kingdom, aside from the National University. He eagerly set
about convincing King Christian VIII of the vast significance of
such a step for the future welfare of the people. The Queen, Caroline
Amalie, became his enthusiastic ally. Says Grundtvig:

If King Christian VIII, as I gladly hope, opens such a royal free school for life, for
popular life in Denmark, ho will be able, not merely to smile at the papers when they
praise or blame him, but also to rejoice in a popular remedy just as wonderful as our
abeoluto kings; for he has therein opened a weir of healing in the land, which will be
sought by crowds from generation to generation and will win this renown, even in
distant lands and in far future days, that therein, past counting. blind people received
their light, the deaf their hearing, and the dumb their speech, and that there the halt
cast away their crutches and showed clearly that the dance tripe it clearly through the
wood.'

The King was practically 'converted to Grundtrig's views and
requested him to outline a definite plan for the school. Meanwhile
unexpected difficulties were encountered in the bitter opposition of
members of the university faculty and the minister of education.
This led the King to postpone the matter, and with his sudden death
in 1848 all hope of realization was abandoned. But probably this
was fortunate for the future of tho folk high schools. As it later
proved, the strength of the school has lain in its leadership; if this is
Unworthy, the schoolbeing a private enterprisecan easily be
"snuffed out" and a new one begun by other loaders. For, it should
be recalled, the strength of these schools has never been in imposing
buildings or excellent equipment, but in leadership solely.

Radding±lk high school founded.It was stated elsewhere that the
first of the folk high schools came into being in north Schleswig at a
time when national existence was threatened there. The common.
people were Danish speaking, but the Government officials were, for
the most part, -German sympathizers and adherents of the House of

Skohn for Livet og Alcademlet I soy.
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Augustenburg. Dr. Christian Flor, who was professor of Danish
language and literature at Kiel University, became the great cham-
pion in the movement to establish the Rodding school. When it
opened, in 1844, to a score of peasant lads, it would have been hard
to see anything in this humble institution to betoken the great future
destined to come to the new kind of school.

The purpose of the school was stated in the school's first circular
and reads as follows:

The aim set is to found an institution where peasant or liurgher can attain useful
and desirable arta, not so much with immediate application to his particular calling
in life as with reference to his place as a native son of the land and a citizen of the
State. We call it a high school becaulie it is noE to be an ordinary school for growing
children, but an institattion of learning in part for young people above the confirma-
tion age, in part for full-grown men; and we call it a folk high school because members
of every station in life may gain admittance to it. although it is primarily adapted to
the needs of the peasantry and from it the school chiefly looks for its students.'

Redding had a stirring existence. The first principal; Johan
Wegener, resigned after a year, compelled by financial and other
difficulties. Then Dr. Flor himself led the destinies of the school r
until the uprising broke out against Danish authority in 1848. The
school remained closed down to 1850, when'iDf. Flor once more
succeeded inputting it upon its feet. But no sooner had the financial
and political difficulties been smoothed over than a difference fraught
with the greatest importance to the future of these schools reached
a crisis. This was hiit might be called a struggle between spirit
and matter. The faculty was about evenly divided on the question
whether the school should continue as g'cultural institution or become
a school of technical instruction. A heated and often bitter period of
discussion followed; but,it ended finally with Grundtvig's philo4ophy
winning -the victory.

In 1862, one of Denmark's greatest folk high-school leaders, Ludvig
Schroder, cast in his lot with the ,destinies of Reitting. In 1864, the
German war broke out and, again, the school was abandoned. At
the conclusion of peace the friends of the institution Moved it from
Redding across to the other side of the new boundary line. Ilere,
under the name of A.tkov Folkehojskole, it has grown under Ludvig
SchrOder's leadership to become the greatest of all the folk high
schools.

Redding could not be called typical of the folk high schools. It
was too closely tied up with tho purpose of preserving nationality
and mother tongue in north SchleSwig to make of it such a factor
in folk cuiture as the schools of present-day Denmark have become.

Kristen Bold (1818-1870) the real organizer of the schools. --..high echools.
Bishop Grundtvig's folk high-school ideas were in a Anse an abstrac-
tion containing certain fundamental principles for a unique national

Sebreoder. Den Nordiske Folks/Asko* p. 46.
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education. But he never reduced his philosophy to the tangible, so
aa to give expression to a crystallized, system, applicable to time and
place. This certainly does not diminish the importance of Grundtvig's
work in the great cause of popular education. He mpst continue to
stand preeminently as the "great inspirer."

Of those who realized Grundtvig's theories in practice, Kristen
Kold should have first place= -and this, not because he did so much
more than others, but because ho pointed the way and gave the
schools the first impetus in the right direction.. lie was born in 1816,
the son of a shoemaker, who originally intended the boy to follow. the
cobbler's trade. After much beseeching his parents 'permitted him
to become a school-teacher. lie spent two years (18431845) at
Snedsted Teachers' Seminary, and this was 'followed by a period as
tutor in private families and as assistant teacher in various schools.
It dawned upon him by degrees that the methods of teaching then
in vogue were wrong and often even cruel.

One day he found a little girl pupil weeping bitterly because sho
could not learn a difficult explanation in the catechism. Then it was
that Kold asked himself, "Can it really be God's will that children
be thus tortured with learning by rote ?" Then and there he broke
every established usage in the traditional system; for thrusting the
bt;nk aside, ho began talking over the substance of the lesson with
the children, explaining it to them in detail, and permitting them to
ask qurtiotis upon it. This innovation led to a breach with the
archdeacon, the bishop, and the ministry of education, and in a short
while the public schools sire closed against him. lie then spent
two years in Smyrna us a missionary. On the way home he became
practically stranded at Trieste, for want of funds. The indomitable

courage of the man can be seen in the ivay he returned to Denmark.
Spending his last penny for a small draw cart, he put all his earthly
belongings into this and started northward overland. It took over
two months to make the journey; but., he says, "it was worth it."
Kohl had the kind of nerve required in those days of the successful
reformer; for to suggest any kind of school reform invariably meant
to invite the opprobrium of learned officialdom.
. Kristen Kohl was stirred mightily by the orni movement and
the wave of liberal thought that swept ore Europe during the
middle of the century. He 'ithiyed a humbl; role in helping to quell
the uprising in the duchies in 18.18; then returning home filled with
pride and zeal because of Danish victories against great odds, he
wondered how such an outburst of national feeling could be kept
alive in the people "so that all its members could take part in the-
groat national questions and I've in the national history."

Now, Kohl began a unique experiment. While tutor in the
family of the well-kuori eleranaan, Vilhehn.Birkedal, ho requested
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and received permission to take in and instruct four young peasants
in addition to his regular pupils. The result proved so satisfactory
that Kold determined to resign his, place and organize a small school
of his own. With his savings he secured is piece of land for the
school. But/as his moans were insufficient to carry the enterprise
any further, he laid his plans before Grundtvig, who immediately
headed a subscription list for the new school, at the same time com-
mending Kohl to the good offices of other friends 01 the high-school
idea. A sufficient sum of money was raised, and Kohl opened the
school at. Ryslinge, Fyen, in the fall of 1851, with 1f students ranging
in ago from 14 to 33 years. This was before Kohl had decided to
follow Grundtvig's advice to exclude all below 1S years of age. The
school gave instructionmostly by the lecture method in the his-
tory of the world, in Norse history, Bilk history, northern mythology
and geography, together with readinTIn Danish and Scandinavian

e literature, and practice in singing, especially the old folk songs and
hero ballads. Considerable emphasis was placed, in addition to this,
on a review of the elementary school subjects, which were now taught
in such a way as to make them immediately applicable to daily life.

All went well until Kohl and his adherents undertook to reform
the elementary schools of the island. Then all his opponents rallied
against him, and for a while it looked dark for the future of the

'school. But through it all his students were staunch it their support.
Finally, a GOvernment board was sent to examine and catechize the
students to see whether the charge could be substantiated_that the
school taught nothing-but foolishness. The crisis in the examina-
tion came, according to Kold himself, when the examining dean
asked the husky farm lads this -question: " Who checked and de-
feated Atilla the Hun?" Almost instantly a young peasant from
Jutland answered: "Aldus." This helped. The board had come in
a critical mood and went away convinced that the school was doing a
genuine work for the community. The cosunission recommended
that the State aid be increased, and thus the school was saved.

Before all this happened, Kohl had moved his school from Ryslingo
to Dalby, in northeast Fyen, where he worked successfully for nine
years. The number of students grew year by year, necessitating
larger quarters. Mr. Kohl, accordingly, acquired a farm of con-
siderable size at Datum, near Odense, where he erected substantial
buildings. Here, from 1802 till the time of his death eight years
later, theigreat high-school man contintml his noble work. In those
years at least 1,300 students sat in his classes; becoming inspired to
go out and live good and useful lives.

Kold loft no writings of value behind; ho was essentially:a man.of
deeds. His voice has,passod away, it is true; but the seed he'soWed
has multiplied a thousandfold. Says Hollmann: "Kold reminds
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one in more than one way of tho groat Greek philosopher, who did
service as midwife to bring tom, th into the world; ho was Socratic,.too,
in the even tenor of his mode of life, as well as in his method.'" Ho
lad a way of awakening all that was good and noble in his auditors,
and could impress them-with the surpassing value of clean, noble
living. Kold was more than an instructor of his pupils. Ho was
their friend and adviser. Because he remained unmarried until late
in life ho was able-to sp ad all his time among them. lie presided
at the common table by day and dwelt in the same rooms with the
young men at.night. The striking home and group life which marks
the folk high' school originated with him. The summer schools for
young women also were originated by him.

Kold's school fell far short of Grtmd twig's ideals of what such a
gchoolfor universal folk culture should be; but ho gave the masses of

pvople all they wore prepared for at that time. Some of the folk
/high schools were founded by men of much greater academic trait-lief.

.-- than had Kohl, though none got so great a hold on the common people
as ho. Now, after half a century of evolution, we find throughout
the land a system of folk high schools which combine the. best of
Kold's homely wisdom with the learning of his better academically
trained compeers at Redding and Askov.

When the war of 1864 broke out, there were less thtn a dozen of
the schools in existence: But the disastrous war furnished the neces-
sary spur. In a short time they were springing up on every side to
become the centers from which the national reorganization began.
At the time of writing, four score such schools are busy in every part
of the Kingdom, inspiring young and old with the bestlife ideals,
teaching them to work for a nobler nationalism and a greater
Denmark. -

III.HOW THE SCHOOL IS ORGANIZED AND ADMINIS-
TERED.

Ownership of the folk high schools. Kristen Kold owned his school
in person. Whatever, subscriptions he received for the Ryslingo
School were made outright as gifts to the cause. From that time on
a large majority of the schools have been privately owned; or, in
the few instances where this has not been the case, they belong to a
self-perpetuating corporation so orginized that it can not ex ?loit
the school for personal gain. The reader should bo clear on,this
point, that the success of these schools has depended from their
inception on the personality of their organizers... The term "folk

...high school" stands for a faculty of able, consecrated loaders rather
than for huge piles of brick and mortar. Indeed, most of the schools
rather pride thbmselves upon the simplicity of their buildings and

nte Danske Folkshalskele:p. m.
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equipment. Kold began his school with a capital of less than $2,000.
Many of the schools have begun their work in rented quarters
often in rooms in some commodious farmhouse. Later, if they
proved successful, means for the construction of pe. anent quarters
,could readily be obtained.

A sthdy of the following table will show that some folk high schools
have failed in their work for want of sufficient educatio, al vitality
and have died a natural death:

TABLE I. Schools organized and closed, 184f-191.0

1844-1851

1851-1861
1861-1871

1871-114S1

1881-1491

1891-1901

1901-1900
1900-1911

1911-1913

Total

Folk high schools.

During the period.
mummer

.
i

' at chore
of theMimi cr Number , ,.,,

organized.) closed. l'''

Local tyzricultural schools.

burring the period.
Number
et close

I of theNumber Numl,er; period.opened. clased.

3 1 2
10 1 1 II
49' 10 50
27 13 64
18 15 67
20 14 73
6 5 74

10 4 RO
2 3 I 79

5
3

4

5

5

2
5
6

1

2'

21

145 611 79

1

2
23

39 la ' 23

4

5

7
10
13
11

15

It has been found de. tra' le to include, in the an 1 following tables, the statistics for both folk high
schools and agricultural schools.

Between 1844 and 1913, 145 folk'high schot 1; and 39 local agri-
cultural schools were 'organized, of which 69 folk high schools
and 16 agricultural schools were later closed, leaving in all 79
schools of the former kind and 23 of the latter. This table takes
into consideration Government recognized and aided schools only.
A leading high-school man emphasized recently, in conversation
with the writer, that " the ease with which the schools can be
snuffed out is the best guaranty the country has against the schools
outliving their usefulness." It is interesting to notice how the most
influential of the schools have been successful in training and inspir-
ing an unbroken dynasty, as it were, of teachers and leaders having
a common purpose and continuing the school's once-for-always
established policy. At Askov, for instance, Ludwig Schroder was
succeeded by his son-in-law, Jacob Appel, who had for years been
a leading faculty momker. When the latter was called to become
the minister of education, Mrs. Appel had all the training and inspira-
tion-necessary to stop in and take her husba4d's place. Likewise,
at Vallekilde, the great Ernst Trier was succeeded by his son-in-law,
Poul Hansen, and at Lyngby, H. Rosendal has just taken his son,
H. A. Rosendal, into the administration as joint principal with, him,
intending by degrees to release the reins of control. So it is down
the line of the other schools

.
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The teachers: Their training.-A group of nearly 600 men and
women are required to do the work of the folk high schools. These
teachers are boutul by common bonds through Grundtvig's philoso-
phy. Their efforts are further harmonized at great periodical high-
school meetings held over the country by special university courses
for high-school teachers and the like.

The preparation of the teachers is not uniform. Many of the
principals and permanent teachers have the best academic prepar-
ation possible. The rest are educatell in the teachers' seminaries
and at the folk high schools themselves. While thorough academic
and professional training is held in high esteem at the folk high schools,
these are by no means the only qualifications considered. As a matter
of fact, they are not always even the first qualifications to be con-
sidered. Learned dullness holds no place in the schools. Some 4 lf
the most successful high-school teachers have come as students op
through the folk high school in which they later did their best work.
The Government leaves the question of teacher preparation entirely
to the principal in charge, depending on its right of inspection to main-
tain standards of desired excellence.

The students who attend the schools.- A study of Table 2 gives some
interesting figures. During the period 1844-46, 34 men and 6 women
attended the folk high schools, and. 36 men the agricultural schools.
By 1911-12, 6,936 men and women were in attendance at the, folk
high sehoo13, and 1,659 men and womeR at the agricultural schools.
These figures leave out of consideration the 19 rural schools of house-
hold economics.
TABLE 2.-Average number of student9 in attendance al the Mi high schoo(gzid local

arricultpral schools, 14;4912 .'

Folk

Apr. 1 to Nor. 31.

Men.

high schools. Agricultural

Men.

schools.

Wo-
men.

Total
number
in 111
schools.

Agrictil.
t iirril

students
in per
cent of

all

students.

Women
In folk
high

schools;
per cent
of

fulk
school at-
tendance.

W o-
' men. Total.

1844-1840 34.
1846-1861 211 14

40
34

36
42 2 +t

76
.79

47
56

15
41

1851-1860 13:1 29 1611 61 4 65 229 le
1859-I861 209 244 75 76 320 '24 .14
1861-1906

i..
111 66 390 e9 2 91 487 10 In1860.11471.....:.) 1.:r26 371 1,601 7 Oct 1.984 10 72

1871-0179 70611 3,09e 153 2 155 3,243 6 31
1870-1881 2.182 1,242 3,424 349 12 361 3,7/6 10 36
1981-19e6 2,111
1886-1891 ' 2.190

1,424
1.597

3.475
3,767

413
419

18
92

461
two

4.036
4.207

11
12

'

42
1891-1996 2,226 2,199 4,405 516 43 6'81 6,374 10 45
18915-1901 9.732 2,012 5.344 949 965 6199 14 49
1901-1006 3,249 3,103 02 1.06 43 1,126 7,40R 14 4$
1995-1911.14 3,396 8,163 6,5'm 1,175 156 1,331 7,809 17 48
1905-1904 . 3,493 3,196 . 6,6.0 1;107 90 1,107 7,886 15 - 4(1
1996-1907 3,273 3,2e6 0,539 1415 ion 1,121 7,660 14 50
1907-1908 3,110 3,1171 0,142 1,060 129 1,116 7,331 16 49
1908-1909 3,3148 3,727 6,616 1.129 173 1.302 7,917 16 49 1
1900-1910..... ........ , 3,541 8,147 6,098 1,309 181 1,400 8,176 18 47
1910-1911 3,603 3,104 6,767 1,801 1,4) 1,460 8.967 19 46
19U-1912 3,711 3,V7 6,930 1.460 199 1,059 8,696 19 46

''belle are regurilr students only. The large number of ebomoourse students aro noteoneldertd.
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The total attendance for 1911-12 was 8,595, which number would
almost reach 10,000 if the schools of household economics and certain
nonrecognized schools were counted. The agriettltural schools com-
prise a little more than 19 per cent of the total attendance, and the
women almost 46.5 per cent of the folk high-school attendance.

The total number in attendance at any one time may seem small if
compared with American school attendance; but when considered on
the basis of the total rural population of Denmark it proves surpris-
ingly large. Indeed, 331 per cent of the young men and a somewhat
smaller cumber of young womeu spend some tit", at least, at the folk
high schools, and 44 per cent of these later attend the local agrieul-
tioral schools. When one bears in mind that not quite all agricultural
students at tend the folk high schools as preparatory to the agricultural
schools, it will he seen that at least one-sixth of the yodng people
frequent the agricultural schools in addition to the folk high schools.

Table shows t hat, the schools are open all the year round, although the
heaviest attendance is during the winter months (November-March),
when the schools for men are all in session, and during the summer
months (May-July), when the schbols for women are in session. The
attendance for the other months is drawn from certain isivaaced con-
tinuation course; requ iringsc hool residence throughout the entire year.

TA ni.r. 3.--Attendance by months.

IFolk
411 out lc:.

i19114-6

111,:h school. grieul ural schools.

19111 -11 1911OP

633
267
242

05
lot

2,1
433
417
621
625
614

1111(91

Apt il
MT'
June
July ,

Altos(
September
October
November
December

:

January I

February
March

319 I
2.1141 I

-
2.474 I

14,1 I

j30
3.444 ,
3.5112 .,

:5.6.4.4 i

1 . 7 11 1

3. its i

32.1
2.761
2,755
'2,744

44
91,1

141
?.,,13
.1, 1,4
3,4:e
3.113
3.776

345
340
335
77

160
104

1223
1,231

1

A large majority of the students pursue the i.egular folk high school
and agricultkrat school courses, as may he seen from Table 4.

TA m.r. .--Classtficattoo bf .Ntudents anorditig to departnicnin.

Departments.

Folk high school (regular)
Agricultural course (regular)
Artisans
Navigation and fishing
Oymnastice
Continuation ouurws
115010(0d economies
Ilonkulturo
Dairying
Control assistants

Total

Folk school. lAgricultund schools. Total.

Men. Women. Men. Women. 1910-11 1905-6

7.851 ; 3,047 8,1198 5,608
11(1 9 1,146 1113 1,439 1,007
534 el. )3 517 633

55 744 OD
62 lA lei

765 6 63 4C
13s

l
7

13.4
7 -fa

3,803.i 3,141 1,361 i 116. 8,257 7,686

t.

.
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Sonic of the schools have special well-equipped departments for '1
thO training of artisanssuch as masons, carpenters, cabinetmakers,
painters, timers, etc. Two of the high schools, lying near the coast,
used to "tier courses for sailors -and fishermen of an inspirational
rather than professional nature, but these have recently been dis-
continued. Special departments are maintained for the training of
teachers in physical education and gymnastics. Gymnastics is other-
wise taught as a subject, in all regular courses. Subjects in house-
hold economics are 'offeted hi tlike regular courses, but no complete
departments of this kind have been maintained since the establish-
ment of separate rural schools of household economics. The number
of students pursuing e4aatrol assistant courses during 1912-13 num-
bered several hundred, which is a marked increase over the figures set
forth in the above table.

According to statistics for 1910-11, only 6 per cent of the students
in the two kinds-of schools came from the towns or cities. This shows
definitely that the folk high schoolsas also the local agricultural
schoolshave become distinctively the schools of agricultural commu-
nities. The average for all the schools is 4bbout 85 students. llow-
ever,*the actual attendance-ranges from 10 or more to about 900 to a
school. Many of the smallest.schoots do some of the very best work.

Of all the students, 54 per cent were (1910-11) children of substan-
tial middle-class farmers (Gaardmtend) ; 20 per cent camp from the
smallholds (llusnuend); 10 per cent were children of country artisans;
3 peryent of country laborers; and the rest were variously distributed.
Of the students, 10 per cent were country artisans by t rade, and 38
per cent of all received State aid.

Of the total number in attendance, 1 per cent of the students were
below 16 years of ago at the time of matriculation; 6 per cent were
between 16. and 18 years of age; 80 per cent were between 18 and
25 years; and 1.3 per cent were abOvo 25 years. Onl,) one-seventy-
fifth of the entire number had attended Itealskoler or Latin schools.
All the others hail completed the work of the elementary school and
hhd devoted their time to practical tasks until old enough to gain
admittance to the folk high schools

State aid to schools and students.For reasons stated elsewhere,
the schools continuo to be private institutions, but.if they are to do
their work well And reach the mass of the common people, they must
be State-aided financially.. Almost from the first this has been the
case. For a liumber of years-tfe State aid was small and grudgingly
given. But as the Government came to realize the great value of
the schools, and especially since the farmers themselves have conic into

\. control of the Government, the annual appropriations to aid the
schools and deserving students have increased rapidly.,
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The aid consists in (1) assisting in the direct maintenance of the
schools; (2,) helping students to meet school expenses. The amount
of the aid for maintenance to any one school is regulated by the size
of the budget of 'the particular ,,school for the past fiscal year.. Stu-
dept aifl,is deterriiined by a number of circumstances, although it must
not 'exceed a specified amount monthly for any one individual.
The policy at this time is to reduce the amount given immediately
to the schools, and increase the amount of student aid. It should
be understood that the amount allowed a student is paid directly
into the school's coffers and never to the beneficiary.

Table 5 explains the amount of State aid that was given during
the year 1010-11, the monthly amount for each applicant, the total
number of applicants, etc.

TABLE ri.---Showing how State aid to students is distributed.

tiericraphicul
divisions.

Kind of
school. Sex.

App cam

Total
appli-

ca-
tions.

tpn.s

Num-
ber
ac-

cept-
ed.

Total.

Amount distributed.

Average for school month.

Men. Women.

High
schools

*High
schools.

Agri-
cul-

tural
schools

Agri-
cul-
tural'

schools.

The

Jutland

Denmark

The Faro's

'Total

High school...
Agricultural

schools.
High schools..
Agricultural

schools.
high schools..
Agricultural

schools.

t,Ironme,

!Men
1 W omen

Women
fdon
Women

{tivemomen

Jlien
1W omen

729
570

93
1,555
1.233

26'2
49

2, 284
1,803

489
142,
29

7,747

385
387
129

61
74t
791
162
36

1.131
1,178

281
87
234

2, 705'233,805.78

Crowni.
42,140.50
26,385.
17,880 28
6,032.00

69, 7i4). 00
49, 799.50
18,134. 50
3,654.00

101,920.50
76,184. 50
30,014. 78

9,686. 00
2,200.00

Crown
21.93

18.93

19.96

Crowns

26.54

23.65

24.50

Crowns

21.90

19.53

20.43

Crown*.

25.03

25.06

25.03

19.96 24.80 20.43 26.03

The total aMount distributed during the year for student aid was
233,805.78 kronor (crowns) 1 The total number of application's for aid
was 4,747, of which only 2,705 were accepted. Every such applica-
doll must be made dirept to the municipal board of the municipality
where the applicant rtsides and ,is known. Only persons of, unim-
peachable character who do not have ilullicient means of their own
to pay the small school fees can receive this aid. It all amounts to
this, that in Denmark every person who has an inclination to take

'advantage of these rural schools for grown-up people has the oppor-
,1

1 Tai -bone of Dediark equals about 27 cents (26.8).

49720°-14----3
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tunity to do so; and this in spite of the fact that the schools are pri-
vately
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owned.
Tho following figures show the recent growth in State subsidies

to the schools and their pupils: 229,292 crowns in 1908-9; 241,551
in 1910-11; 424,700 in 1912-13; and about 520,000 in 1913-14.
The "Expanded" Askov Folk High School has just been voted a
special annual aid of 30,000 crowns out of which 4,500 crowns are to
be used for student aid.

State recognition of the schools is regulated by law. In order to be
placed on the accredited list, tire school must have been in successful
opeiation at lost two years, and for the two years must have enrolled
no less than 10 students for 12 months, or 20 students for 6 months,

1740 for 3 months. None of these can be less thaii 16 years of ago;
nor can more than 25 per cent of the male students be from 16 to 18
years of ago. Any other students of low age shall not be counted.

Cost of schooling . One of the chief reasons for the substantial
growth of the folk high school is the relatively low cost of the school-
ing. The amount charged for tuition, board, and lodWg is deter-
mined from year to year by the Association of Folk High Schools and
Agricultural Schools, which is binding upon all the schools holding

. membership in the association. The charges for 1913 were: A
winter course of 5 months for men, 175 crowns for tuition, board, and
lodging-25 crowns a month for board and lodging and for tuition,
payments of 20, 15, 10, and 5 'crowns, respectively, the first 4
months, with nothing to spay the last month; a summer course of. 3

-months for wome;1, 96 crowns for tuitiorr, board, and lodging-17
crowns a month for board and lodging, and tuition for the 3 months,
20, 15, and 10 crowns, respectively. Ten crowns should be added for
bOoks and other supplies, and two crowns for doctor fee. This makes
the total amount paid for a 5 months' winter course only 187 crowns,
or $50.50, and for a 3 months' summer course 108 crowns, or s29.19.

Naturally these sums will not buy any luxuries, but the food is whole-
some and plentiful. The dormitory rooms are exceedingly plain
and are arranged for 2, 3, and 4 students to a room. The.schools are'
now generally equipped with central heating plants. If! the older
schools many 4 the dormitories are heated by stoves, or are even
without heat of any kind. When the latter is the case, the students
are eirIgeted to do their studying in large heated study rooms and
reading rooms in the recitation hall.

The school a democratic body .The students of the 'Yolk high
schools form a highly democratic body. A strong sense of responsi-
bility and respect for the rights of others pervades the school atmos-
phere. The .students are treated as members of the principal's
family. Indeed, the latter usually presides over the dining-room,
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where teachers and students meet on common ground. All the
students, except those who live regularly in the vicinity of the school,
are expected to room in the dormitories, where small groups of them
live in close contact.with chosen teachers whose constant inspiration
counts for much in the course of training. Kristen Ko ld, in his day,
secured much of his great influence over the lives of his students
through his daily communion with them at the dormitories. "My
occasional heart to heart talks with Ko ld," says a prominent high- -
schocii man. of to-day, "had more to do with shaping my life than
even the homely wisdom of his lectures." Others leaders since Bold's
time have followed his example with greatest success.

In many schools the students live under self-imposed rules and
4iialations, enforced by representatives chosen from themselves.
Since the students are grown-up people who/should know iow to
behave, the system has proved generally satisfactory. As a matter
of fact, no other rules are necessary among the students than just
such as might apply to the average family and be dictated by the
feelings of respect and love for one another.

It is well also to add here that the day's work at the folk school is
so full of varied interests from 'early morning until late at night that
it would be difficult for any one so inclined to find time for "irregu-
larities."

IV.THE SUBJECT MATTER AND ITS PRESENTATION.

The spirit of ,the teaching.The young' people who attend the folk
high schools come hero at the time in life when they are most impres-
sionable. The "inspirers" know this period and turn it into an
abundant seed time. The Germans call it the "sturm and drang"
period, which comes to all who stand on the. threshold of mature
manhood and womanhood.

Denmark has boon fortunate in producing an unfailing supply
of teachers able to meet the heart-cravings of the seekers after truth.
They are themselves men who "feel a fervor and zealous warmth
for their vocation and possess a power to captivate the attentibief
their students."

As indicated repeatedly above, the lecture method of presenting
the subject: matter prevails. But this is varied, without warning,
with a give and take process of questions ana answers somewhat like
the triatietities used by Socrates of old. The element of interest plays
a great role' in all this work.

The teachers must have what has been . called the "historical-
poetical faculty," for the whole course of training is based on history:
The pageantry of the past is portrayed in living colors for the purpose
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of incidents in one's own national history and
history. Says Alfred Povlson:

.e
Hero we find mentioned the relation of man and woman, parents and children,

master and servant, religious, social, and political questions, which all agitate our
own times. It is, if you like, a sort of unsystematic, pracical life-philosophy, which
in this waythe historicalwe seek to convey to our pupil

But this historical background is broad enough to include materials
from the virile mythology of the Old North as well as problems of
present-day social science. Folklore, songs, and literature hold
important place in the curriculum. The Danish high-school students
are often as well acquainted with Shakespeare and Emerson, Goethe
and Tolstoy, as with their Scandinavian Holberg, Ibsen, and j3j6rn-
sen. Religion in the dogmatic sense is not taught in the schools,
but historical teaching, if properly done, is itself religious; that is,
as one of the high-school men has .expressed it: "The hand of God
is shown all through the evolution of the ages, and in this way the
religious feeling is constantly kept awake and exercised!:

Students Whose preparatory training has been faulty are required
to take regulars classroom work in Danish language, writing, arith-
metic, and drawing. Courses are open to all in practical surveying,
geography, physics, chemistry, biology, sanitation, and nature study.
Gymnastics is required of all students. Some few schools offer
sloyd. All have handwork and various phases of household eco-
nomics for young women.

Two kinds of folk high schools.It has long been a mooted question
among Danish educators just how far the high schools might safely
go in the pursuit of the "practical subjects." Shall training for life
pursuits be taken' up by the high schools, or shall this be left entirely
to professional schools Many of the leading school men insist that
to introduce professional studies would mean the early decadence of
real folk high-school culture. Of the 79 Government accredited
schools, 48 adhere to the culture idea. In this list are, perhaps, a
majority of the schools which have done most to place a real stamp
on the character of the nation, but 31 schoolsamong thorn some of
the largestoffer specific courses in agriculture, horticulture, carpen-
try, masonry; etc., and seem in no danger of losing their, original
inspiration.

Some subjects of particular interest: Song.The "song birds" in the
hearts of the Danish peasantry are not durtab. Gio into any home
and they sing not abate the long and sometimes doleful church
hymns, but folk songs, ballads, and patriotic songs of every sort.
The children all learn to sing in the elementary schools. No teacher,
indeed, can secure a certificate to teach who is unable to lead the
pupils in song. Music, song, and poetry play a great part in the folk

Tbe Danish Popular /11gh ikaiool, p. 10.
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high school's work. Every lecture or recitation begins with song;
evory student sings. The average high-school man is quite a poet
in addition to being a music lover. 4.1any of them show the gift of
spontaneous composition so common in the old Norse skjalds or
minnesingers.

The song collection in daily use comprises songs written 45, high-
school men from Grundtvig down to the present time. One can get
a good idea of what the schools sing by glancing over the contents
of the songb'obk edited by the Association of Folk high Schools and
Agricultural Schools, which is almost universally used:-

,

Contents:
1-46 Morning songs;

47-115 Spiritual songs;
110145' Home and school;
146-176 Folk life and mother tongue;
177-361 Historical songs;
362-395 Denmark;
396-408 Norway and rceland;
409-412 Sweden and Finland;
413-430 The North;
431-458 Geographical songs;
459-527 Miscellaneous songs;'
528-545 Folk songs;
546-579 Evening songs.

Gymnastics and play- life. No phase of folk school activity appeals
to the observer more strongly than does its work in gymnastics. The
students come to the schools from a variety of occupations, generally
from outdoor, active life. But they are not permitted to become " stale,"
as every dny's work includes atleaAt 60 minutes of gymnastics and
very possibly twice 60 minutes. The earliest schools used a violent
military system of drills formulated after the German army system.
In the early eighties Vallekilde abolished this and adopted in its place
the more scientifib Ling system from Sweden. Even the latter has
become modified and improved with time. This new Danish-
Swedish form of gymnastics can now be seen in all the schools.

Said one of the school men in conversation:
Our work in gymnastics has made sturdy, clear-eyed, keen-witted men out of the

shuffling young farm louts who have come to the school; and it has taught our young
women pride in strong, beautiful bodies, helping them to understand what it means
to be created in God's min image.

The effect of the work is far felt. The love of gymnastics and
play is carried home by the high-school students, who have organized
gymnastic associations in every country commune. This means
much for a continued close social relationship Song, .gymnastics,
and play make up the tripod of Danish rural recreative life. Where
you find the one the other two are sure to be.

4 .
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...-the excellence.of Danish folk-school gymnastics is now generally
Scognized on thbtontinent. In 1Q11 JenOVes-eik whO:haeicharge
'Of gymnastics at Ryslinge, brought a grouPf 28 yithing-gyinnasts,
nest of them farm boys from Ryslinge,School, to represent Denmark
at, the International Hygienic Congresii, at Dresden. Inhibitions
wee also given at Berlin and other German cities; and verywhere-.
the Danish farm lutiri were applauded Jor- .their 'skill and ability,
getting-the heartiest kind of praise froni 'the continental-press. In
1912 Denmark picked' its representatives to the Olympic games at'
Stockhohjilargely.-from..thefolk high sehools,.. And,. last! year,, Miele
Bah, aztoldVallOkilde student, had charge of 29 ything .thenjand-',.-
71,6 young *omen who won high.honora in the competitive drills held-
in connectionivith the Cengres International de l'Ed tication Physitie,
iteParis. .::.

-
:..

ch.00/ war*: llua.mgessilvinkere of men. To make their students
4ble,. to. think and reason for thernseffes. has ben.. the airn,:_ef.' the.,
school men. Encyclopedistn hasi bek-ayoided, and the stuAiit- -- -
generally ratiniti-: to their hotiaes with strong, reasoning minds, open

.... to 44tIvicti0n; but just as ready to convinOe if on :the' rfelit'aidast., .......*. :.;.the argument :....-,..:-.. : .. - -

tba .wripr, on- Olio occasion, had gone through -a,-stremnans- day
_ :.;with the .160 young men at Vallekilde and met with them again in tlie''''

.aveniiag.fo!* lasf,leztureetthe day. The.lectige happenod_to deal
...,-with thaao'Cia14conomic develOpmpiit of/Europe'durinethe Ititt.ek;-:

,-:44.upf the eightoenth century, and seeMed:t*ther dry and technical.
l''' But this did pof illi3Ourage these horpy.rhAiltltd gonst. -of.: tittle t-.,i'io

.proved' to be surprisingly well at hemewitli-stich personages as Adani --
`i:rflgaith,sIdatiliiis, Carlyle,..-Valtiirk'ind Rousseau. :.:4-t'lliefrlose -pf4ho

lecture thastudetita-Broke up into smaller - groups; cOntiniiiiiridtscuii:-71-.;.
'-' *on-of ithe arguments *propounde'tley thelecturerin-amartivrto con:

fain m y a tunyeratily.somor of re(' TV' .

. -

-..,..i...4deed, timtnefielimity of -thre tilitlhiih-schotl.gradusttbaceritx
dente from mere teoludeals agricultural sehbc4ati:pret Cy sOle'12; Tittriit e:--
_the .broader AfirOM;:horizon of thof3thaer, 'and the facility Pith which-
they hivelearnedt to reason 'froin cause to,400t4to thinOlifyiXs

..,.through fel. themselves. . , .:.- -..- " ' ,- thltorical study the main.tiWegitoubd.The folk high, school makes-- ....

s. no see ot'formal methedabilts instruntion, alyitliatkislitdtes not i'

.

enfiertiitnolfWith.technicsi-suhjects and pa' iy byra4e it=A1M1410.
triCgrowA people to--WhOili- it can sairdress itself in a 'politilat; rpliil4::.,_

.

'--. sophig manner. The Bawd does,*A teach.-49 plos* liaag44%0.
all. .-English German fait stildied in amikti:Of,the:43chnolk,%pgioje0,.

,
Oftlie iiitimptinsAeinictroiar relations: existing between Denkiirli-ik ,tri`

.Itkigland and sciartriany. ,. :r4# languages are taught with a Xestio;',r.
. .; immediiite prOtipal Use only. ..tvon thamotliii:tanidio ikpiot h". V

, :! 1 1 r,..,. r; ......

s ,,L,E...- -
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--- sent"' in such oway.as to emphasize the grammatical machipery
beyond -the...merest necessity. Mathematics as a systematic stud

_ ...
*holds a minor place.' The requirements are always limited to the
plied-Cal apPlicatien, cf. arithmetical and geometrical. calculation.

.. Prof. Potil is-four has even gone so far as to create a method.of his own
for the presentation of mathematics and phisics. He calls this the';..

Ifistoriehl mettisa.' :tinder it mathematics and the natural sciences
take hu:a.- hew life as the lecturer unfoldsthem in their hist9rical set-
ting as historical growths.

Ifistv.ry is, after" all, the main 'lecture subject. By this is meaht,
history in tlie:-Drpatiest sons of the word. It covers what is general'.

.termed univerialor-gcneral history, the htory'tf civilization, hOtory
of riielaNi'ulture, and-literature. About two-thirds of the time spent,

..in the 4choOLS isidevoted to these studies.---.. .
''.; :Through the use of such material the folk high schools strive to

he 'mass of the pe. lo a broad,'culture, much the same as the
,.;:.:..... reguln OtAiinirech seek to. convey to their students through a

hrgrz ilitinibptCd Shlijects, 603o:wing it logger eriod of time.
' .... Tho Hirai ditferelie betwi44lie cAttyefl - 'person and 'the man

of 11-6'.culture is,. lie doubt; rthat tleitformer fiels himstlf in an organic
touch *iiTthtlie higherlifo of errill*aiiikonditiidevelopment through

,:thit,ikioiesi whikjhe lattio.wirOirost, ltAilmitiç itlives in a .discoi,"' --

nectifl atiCkkespy.-.0.4cIdentill.iylatI4 t4- thtchlture and spiritual life
....,,,tiv-it surrounds hirn ;--. In most cOnntrieS-thereie ht startling gap betweinV .

*!trupartitiay+s.liciri.k.oat can layolaiin to the higher culture
.nit tfie'iliartifi.4(thO pole vibe:0, throtithslitio-without it. Here 'the

,' ? Danish, folk bigh,KhooLs *halo treeili great bridg9 -, beilders, spanning:
' Vienouce elcisting'iii4.guirtit'th*Oltkal life at tte:pasoes. An able

. . E,a-Achholthanwhc.rli,ad Iniid,e....yriakiy .y.ipS tilAmtiiripc to study
the screffii refeiving. t,1, .. this htfiiii5-.,-4"tCf*Titie4ze 4iiAddiess at
Askiiv, enie;-siiicl: '-:,,. --:: ''.7".;-. '`: 1.....:7:<:;,..1.4......:-, -.: :.

.,!... ...... ',.....: 4:: -.,--.. ` ....1-':. ,.....--7.--k. ,,,,i,':-,.::,. -: -.:. ; ....
0 Vle%140i.elfInen have mod]. to Icar4 411JH, you hereinlb.ip::..-cco hitte aijoriottp

history, blikit it:Ihrer:gUtp.thelarger iiiik-,4".tlitTPff*.fs.Vnti?O'llA 1.5F1018
to mil= the gap betkeen tto Ptoplq and its' Iiiatpp; iRd Reielley,4:,:. .: .:,."..;:ii ...,:,.

Spiritual griertlyand t,k*frle'-of.ta
thtstudent gradually unfoldtgwituif osittlk. 'ttAqciiiity%:,,

..cmiiict with the high schical "bri51422re
.... ., ft 4171/47:'111)an IT has :keen done by oftiViskav,;s ,

: b.10itietit,all likic ter pa k .c4IFSM(f{...k" /i'-.`
of thisiiiil V choo As derfittirbYlAttlt tPiSiin4.3:- ,: P4 . .is ation:

: v ' ,i- ''' 'A4.f.Ksf -. 'fr". '141____c_..-.1 z.*: k,chool bell jii;t1patore t11c41 le.-',7WsitIFSt 11!-..r
Doors a :41A119,If it w.f.141106.4, IkPfiki414.440k..-i

-':-.4. ,,',
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students make their beds (there are, as a rule, two in a room, each student furnishing the
bedding from home), fetch water, brush, beat, sweep, and polish. By 7.30 o'clock
everything must be spick and span. The bell sounds for a second time and all students
assemble for coffee ' in "Dagmarsalen." One hears a dowering of wooden shoes and
heavy boots. From the "white house," from tne main building, and from the dormi-
tories the husky fellows come a galloping and are soon seated at the long tables in the
large dining room. After coffee there is morning devotion. It is a personal matter
whether or not one to part in this. Exercises open with a piano voluntary by Frtt
Ingeborg Appel, w f the principal; then follow song and prayer.

The first class p od of the day begins aV8 o'clock, in the large lecture room. The
lecture is prece( by song. Song, song, and again song, might well be the folk high-
school motto. The soup are mainly from Grundtvie, Richard t, and lljSrnsen, together
with folk, songs. The lecture program varies from day to-day. Either Dr. Marius
Kristensen lectures on philology or Prof. foul in Cour gives a course in historical mathe-
matics, or Prof. Ludvig Schroder speaks on Norse mythology and the heroes of old. ,

At the close of the lecture the young men rush out in a hurry. They must get to
their rooms and dress for gymnastics, which begin at 9 o'clock. The instructor gives
the order, and the columns "double quick aronnd the gymnasium several times to
rouse the gymnasts to keen attention. Then they go through the "mettirig-up exer-
cises" with great expedition. Thereupon they separate into smaller troups and arc
soon engaged in a large variety of exercises. Some go through contortions on the
Swedish ladder; others are using the hand and arm beams; still others are exercising.
on the horse. Fy man works with a vim and at the close of the period the perspira-
tion stands out er their well-knit bodies. The command to dismiss is given, and
the young fello ish to the baths and the welcome showers. No sooner are they
dressed than the bell calls to breakfast.

At 10.30 o'clock
is either Prof. In Cour or Principal Appel who gives an interesting lecture on some
topic ire natural science, or la Cour lectures an the historic method in mathematics,
or Prof. Axelsen introduces a theme in modern history. When this period is ended
the students ratter to various classrooms to receive instruction in accounting, hand-
work, hygiene and.saaitation, history, and geography, up to 2 o'clock.

The dinner hour is 2 o'clock. The kitchen at Askov is not the least remarkable
of the many interesting places there. An exceptionally able housekeeper is required
to make ends meet and to make it possible to serve four meals a day on the 25 crowns
a month for board. 'The dinner is good and wholesome; there are always at least
two courses, say, vegetable or fruit, soup and roast beef, or a variety of Danish national
dishes. The Culinary department is at Askov, as at other folk high ,schools, under
the particular supervision of the principal's wife, who, besides, at times takes con-
siderable part in the practical instruction. After dinner the class work is suspended
until 3.25 o'clock. Such students as desire may meanwhile devote -their time to
outdoor sport, football, or, when the weather permits, some winter game or othei.

At 3.25 o'clock the beloved old Nutzhorn, one of the original founders of the school,
appears with his baton under his arm. The students gather at the gymnasium, arid
soon the large hall is filled with a groat volume of song from the hundreds of eitudesq
voices.

From 4 to 6 o'clock instruction is given in Danish, German, and English for the
mug men, while the young women take their gymnastic exercises under.the com-
mand of Pen Appel.

At 6 o'clock all the students meet in the large lecture hall fog the last lecture of (ho
day, which again deals with history. Either Prof. Fenger lectures on an epoch of

t It Is customary to eat every light meal porridge, bread and butter, milk or coffeeimmedlately upon
Mag. Breakfast is served at 10 o'clock, dinner at loind 'upper at 7.

sAskov fa one of the few mealadationsl folk high sobV.
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Danish history, or Principal Appel takes up a phase of other European history, as,
for example, of Prussia or England, or Prof. SchrOder deals with Grundtvig's national
philosophic thought or a theme of similar content. Schroder is Askov's real founder
and is one of the high - school leaders who has wielded the greatest influence. The
methods used by him in presenting his subjects is, according to the testimony of many
high-school teachers, the acme ofthe highest and purest in the art of popular lecturing,
and whoever has been so fortunate as to have heard him will know the lignificanceof
the power of the "livirx word." Self-control and deep sincerity characterize his
method. Remarkable for deep thought, he expresses himself in plain, straightfor-
ward terms which are as free from doctrinaire dullness as from oratorical pathos.
Schroder is known to have said that he is often filled with diffidence and worry to
have guests, especially front learned circles, tell him at the close of a lecture that they
had found it "interesting." "If my lecture has only been entertaining," ho would
say, "then it has failed in so far as it was the purpose to impress my listeners with
some responsibility which they should meet and take." There is another way of
listening. It happens occasionally yikthat one hears at the close of a lecture, a great
inhalation of the breath. This is a sure indication that the inner man has felt the
weight of the argunlent and has taken it to himself personally.

One will see from this glimpse of daily life at Askov that a school
spirit -reigns there well worthy of comparison with the best to be
found in academic institutions of the highest rank. School,life
there is a Cumulative growth, developing as the days go by, setting-
the individual free from the many trivialities which before bound
him, furnishing him with an altruism which makes work for others
and Cooperation with one's neighbors seem both right and easy.

V.SOME TYPICAL FOLK HIGH SCHOOLS.

General statement.It is difficult to convoy to the reader all that
the folk high schools are and do. The work is of the spirit more than -
of matter. It is felt and experienced, rather than seen. Therefore
the glimpses of the journeyings to and fro among the schools by the
writer-azDis friends, .vohich are given in the following paragraphs,
may not always convey as much to the mind as would be highly

desirable in order to do the schools justice.
There are now 79 Government-accredited folk high schools estab-

lished throughout Denmark, besides a few that are striving toward
recognition. To tell the story of all would be out of the question.
Six schools only, which are typical of all the schooli, have therefore
been selected from this number. They are Roskilde, Fiadriksborg,
Vallekilde, and Haslev in Zealand, Ryslinge in Fyen, and Asleoy.
in Jutland.

A day at Roskilde Folk High 4Sehool.Roskilder the. ancient capitaLY.
of Denmark and burial place of its Kings, is near the center of Zealand.
The school lies 2 miles down the fjord from the town. A brisk walk
over the excellent, well-rounded, surfaced, and ditched roads brought
us to the school, which is constructed of. brick and stone in sixteenth

,a.
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.7century style. Several substantial teachers' cottages flank the main
approach. The principal and his family live in a wing of the main
building, so as to be in the midst of the pupils, to direct and advise.
We wore well received' by Principal Thomas Bredsdorf, who intro-
duced us to his family and faculty, making us feel quite at home.

One hundred and forty young meu were in attendancea sturdy
family-60 per cant of them sons of Gaardmrnd (farmers of from 15
to 100 acres), 25 per cent of them sons of Husmtend (farmers of 1 to 15
acres), and the rest sons of artisans and laborers from country and
town. But here they were on an absolutely equal footing.

- A lecture period by the principal, which we attended, reflected the
daily life and work of the school. The period began, as every period
does, with song. This was a rousing religious-patriotic song through
Which the ybuth pledges himself to God and fatherland. The particu-
lar lecture theme was Grundtvig's influence on history, poetry; and
song. The high-school "inspirer," as he is at his best, Was seen in
Mr. Bredsdorf, who so enthused his listeners that they hung on his
every word.

We ate dinner with the students and faculty. The fare was ex-
ceedingly simple. The students in this particular school pay only
22 crowns per month for board and room, equivalent to about $5.95.
The 4arge for tuition is 23 crowns for the first month, IS for the
second, third, S for the fourth, and 3 for

The course of study had the usual broad. historical basis. Said
Bredsdorf :

History must be considered as never ending. All play their role in it. 'Lisa living
stream in which is the power and the destiny of the eternal. All must do their little
mite in order that the stream can sweep on resistlessly as is its destiny.

Love of land and home and church fructify under this school in-
fluence. Somehow, while the sturdy farm youth are seated on the
hard benches listening, the crust to their better selves gives way and
tbe soul shines throughthey become converts to the high-school
faith. Then and there they become better Christians, better Danes,
ready to put self-interest aside in order that Go.* native land may
get what by right is felt to be theirs.

During the afternoon intermission groups of young men continued
to discuss the more vital points raised in the morning lectures. Some
of these concerned questions of such ethical and philosophicalnature
as the farm youth of most countries would seldom care to approach.
The zeal of the students and instructors can not be better deinon-
stratedihan in this, that one of the busy facility members of Roskilde
walked all the way. to town with us in his eagerness to explain some of
the' great points in the school doctrines. He leftos only when he had
to hasten back toanake his evening lecture, which, strangely enough,
was to deal with "Lincoln and the emancipation pf the negro slaves.".
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Fredricksborg Folk High School, the inspirer of English schools.
This is one of the most renowned of the newer schools. It was
founded by the well-known A.skoN instructor, Holger Begtrup, in
1895. As a high-school leader Begtrup is known as few others, being
a much-sought leader in the extension courses out among rural com-
munities. Up to 1902 he had delivered 2,000 lectures outside of the
classroom. He. is, moreover, ranked as an able historian, having
recently completed his great work on " Denmark in the Nineteenth
Century." An ardent follower of the famous poet, J.C. Ilostrup, who
was also a great patron of the folk high schools, Begtrup became deter '
mined, when the poet died in 1892, to raise up a school in Ilostrup's
home community as the most practical way to honor thememory of a
man who in life gave the best he had for Denmark.

Thus Fred]: mg Folkehojskole came into lieing at Hillerkid, in
northeast Z (1. The name (originally intended as "Ilostrup-
siande") is that of the renowned royal Fredriksborg casstle on the
edge of Ilillered village, which naturall5 became fastened to the sehobl.
The institution and its grounds are very attractive. It comprises a
large, well-built main builliingp and several smaller structures
together with teachers' cottages and a school church. The latter is a
"free church;" i. e., established by the school and community as a
voluntary organizati.m outside of the State church. These churches
are found as members in most of the high-school organizations; and
their origin is easily traced to the movement for freedom within the
church begun by Grundtvig in the early day. Twenty-two acres. of
land comprise the beautiful, well-planted campusgarden, park, and
home farm, on which latter vegetables and fruit are raised for school
consumption. . .

The winter school (November-March) at Fredriksborg is usually
attended by from 125 to 140 young men of sterling worth. The sum-.
mer school (MayJuly) for young women is larger often passing the
200 mark. .-

Principal Begtrup emphasized, for our particular benefit, the vast
importance of the folk high school to Dpnish rural life. "Eighty per
cent of the leaders in dairy work, and all the other cooperative enter-
prises," he stated, "are high-school men." Ho further called atten-
tion to the extension-course influence emanating from the schools.
The Kingdom has a veritable network of organizations at work, hold-
ing meetings, lecturing on all manner of inspirational and practical
subjects. "This work," said Begtrup, "is done by higli-school,
trained men. And more than .this, our schools return ali their
students to the plow, happy and contended."

On the wall of the general lecture room at Fredriksborg, back of the
rostruth wheie the- listeners can all see it, hangs a large painting by
Viggo Petersen, which symbolizes well the work of the school: It is
a Bible scene. Isaac stands in the open field before the tents as
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sunset tints the landscape in wonderful color (or is it sunrise ?) waiting
toreceive Rebecca, his betrothed, coming out of the north. Tho
remarkable scene symbolizes the Danish peasantry waiting for the
light of education, brought to them by that modern Eleezer, Grundt-
vig.

Fredrikiborg offers interesting continuation courses for advanced
students. These are organized into an association called, rather
sententiously, the "Window," or "The Window in the West," the
idea being that this class of advanced and mature. students should he
looking out from the windows of life with serious thought toward the
ultimate purpose of being.

Principal Begtrup gave an interesting lecture on Leo Tolstoy,
which was followed closely, eagerly almost, by the 125 young auditors.
,The speaker sparkled with wit' and humor, giving besides, &lecture so
historically deep and philosophically acute, that many university
students would have been put to their best paces to fqllow it. One
of the remarkable things about the folk schools is that in an unusually
short time of five months the students are enabled to get a really
helpful outline on philosophy, history, and literature; and, in addi-
tion, many practical things, much gymnastics and song. As to the
latter, Ilolger Begtrup expressed it: "We have much song, northern
song; though perhaps, not what some people would call `fine' song."
' Fredriksborg 'holds the unique position of being the touching point
between the Danish folk high schools and the schools of a similar
nature now rooting themselves in English soil. Tie first school of
this kind was opened at Bournville, near Birmingham, in 1909, by
Tom Bryan, a scholarly gentleman, whose inspiration to establish
such a school came to hint' while listening to a lecture in one of the
Danish schools. During the last few years a most interesting exchange
of ideas has ten 'going on between Fredriksborg and Fircroft the
name of the Bournville school. Both teachers and stude'nts have been
exchanged. A year ago 1ti group of p English teachers visited Fred-
riksborg. The past two years an enthusiastic young Englishman by
the name of Jonty Hanaghan has been at. FredriksbOrg preparing
himself to do folk high-school work in Yorkshire; while a young
Englishwoman, his betrothed, is equipping herself for the same work
at Vallekilde. During 1912, nearly one-fourth of the Fircroft stu-
dents were Danes from the Fredriksborg community. In this way
the two countries are beginning to reach out to one another a helping
hand to the end that---,-

The toiler, bent
Above his forge or plough, may gain
A manlier spirit of content,
And feel that life is wisest spent
When the strong working hand makes strong
The working bniin.

.

.
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Vallxkilde, a great folk high school.Immediately .after the close of
the disastrous German war in 1864, Ernst Trier, one of the three or
four greatest school men that Denmark has produced, laid the foun-
dations of Vallelcilde, in northwest Zealand. lie felt that now Den-
mark's only hope lay in education. "The folk high schools," he said,
"alone can lift the disheartened people." lie opened the school in
rented quarters in 1865. Success came from the very first, because
he was inspired for the great task. To-day, his son-in-law and suc-
cessor, Poul IIansen, stands at the head of one of the most complete
and influential schools in the country.

Ninety acres of fine rolling land, laid out in ornamental gardens,
parki.ngs, experimental plats, and school farm, comprise the working
area of the school. In this lies a regular village of buildings. This
appears graphically from the accompanying drawing. The most
important of the struotures are a large, fireproof central school build-
ing with dormitory capacity for 200; a good, cdefully equipped
gymnasium; a building for manual training, and another for art

,o, work. There are cottages for all the married teachers, a school
church, and an elementary school for the children of the faculty'

The school farm has some remarkable buildingsent deserve at least
a passing notice. The entire plant, ty the way, including cow barns,
stables, and bog houses, is lighted by electricity generated by means
of wind power. ._ The enormous windmill as the first of its kind
erected by the famous Askov teacher-sci tilt, Poul la Cour. The
mill is fitted 'with storage batteries of suffi ent size to supply current
for a week at a time in case of still weather.

In the fine sanitdy cow barns, 30 thoroughbred red Fyen cows are
kept. As an illustration of careful economy in everything agricul-
tural, all liquid manure from these barns is made to pass by cement
gutters to outside cisterns, whence it is forced by electric power to the 0
meadows' and plowed ground, and carefully sprinkled over the soil.
The school butchers its own pork and beef. But the cream all goes
to the cooperative creamery in the vicinity, and the butter is actually
"bought back" by the school. There is also a large school bakery
on the campus, and a well-equipped hospital with separate building
for contagious diseases.

Vallekilde has from 160 to 180 young men in attendance during the
winter months and 200 girls during the summer time. The young
meh are divided into distinct groups as "agriculturists" and "indus-
trialists," the former preparing, as the name would indicate, for soil
tilling pure and simple; while the latter are k, 'become farm artisans
of various kinds. It is interesting to note that Vallekilde, which has
retained the early high-school philosophy in all its purity, is able to
combine with this a large degree, of the practical without losing any
of the cultural values. To be sore, the entire industrial group must
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attend all the general lectures and live in the same "atmosphere" as
the other,etudents, and the industrial work is chiefly theory after all.
Such subjects ,as these are taught: History of architecture, building
construction, drawingfreehand, mechanical, Machine, etc.paint-
ing (practical work), calculation, bookkeeping, and penmanship. The.
agricultural group makes some approach to the practical through occa-
sional lectures in agriculture find horticulture, drawing, and actual
fieldWork in surveying and leveling.

Vallekilde is strong in gymnastics, and play-life; and song. The
young women of the summer school are offered exceptional opportu-
nities for the study of handwork, music, and the fine arts; 'but these
svolics are considered fisincidentalrnerely to the culture lectures.

It was the, writer's pleasure to be permitted to spend a night at
"1 lytten," or the lodge, the most interesting of all the 'buildings on
the campus. "Ilytten" is held sacred in the memory of all Vallekilde
students. Scarcely a student but has been made a better man or
woman for having come within its benign influence.

The story is this: Ingeborg Trier, a daughter of Ernst Trier, was
born into the Vallekilde hi411-school world in the late sixties, a true
daughter of a great father. All her life she gave to the cause of the
men and women who toil close to the. soil. a young girl she led the
other girls i n their games and gymnastics. She was the woman who later
taught the girls gymnastics in such a way that they learned the signifi-
cance of being created in God's own image. Then she married Niels
Hansen, brother of Principal Poul Manson, who is farm manager at
Vallekilde. She was brought as a bride to "Hytten," and there she
remained to the day of her death, a mother to the whole school, and
when she was put to her final rest a few years ago 1,000 old students
and friends gathered from all Denmark to do her the hist honors.

"I-Otten" was open to every; student in the school. Here they
came to plan their pleasures, to rest from die work of the classroom.
Hero they sang and played their games. But more, here came the
young woman to confide her heartaches to the mistress of the house,
usually to go away again with the balm of Gilead hi her heart; here
came, too, the young man who stiught soul rest, and the wild young
fellow who had gone wrong, and Ingeborg Trier Inn:mil had words of
wisdom for them all. No -Trtrmler that thousands look toward
"1 fyt n" with benedictions in their hearts.

Th. bit ot,sentiment is &inn fr place hero because it comes pretty
near 'sclosing the secret of the success of the high-school men and
wo . The fdlk highschool-lite at'its best is a communion of man
with an; the work of emancipated leadoreconsecrated to the 'work
of freeing others.

Haley, a folk high school of the practical kind.This school is one
of a group of six schools font:Wed by the "Inner Mission Church"

, an independent church body.. To be exact, the school is owned by
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an association of church members which seeks to reach primarily its.
own membership, though all students are made welcome. The "patri-
otic- spiritual" life which stamps the regular Grundtvigian schools is
possibly not so marked at Haslev. On the other handsince it is a
church institution religious subjects are actually taught as part of
the course of study.

The s hool lies on the edge of Ilaslev, a small town in south-central
Zealand. The buildings are set in a tract of 75 acres, 15 acres being
devoted campus, parking, experiment plat, and garden. The rest
of the l is farmed and supplies milk, meat, and vegetables for the
school. ree good-sized buildings are used immediately for teach-
ing purp es, besides ample barns, stables, etc. There is dormitory
capacity or 210 persons. Electricity is freely applied in this school
all the way from peeling potatoes in. the school kitchen to running the
thrashing machine at the school barns.

The study courses here aim to reach two classes particularly: (1)
Those:who are to till the soil, and (2) those who are 'to live as artisans
in the country. It is interesting to see how the school seeks to train
the actual soil tillers and the country artisans as well, thereby keeping
alive in the tountry a twofold civilization.

The first-mentioned of the two classes is really what the other
schools would designate the regular cultural group, though here at
Haslev. it becomes the farm group. It gets less of the inspirational
work offered by po former schools, but more'of religious lectures and
practical agricultural work. Forty-five-hour periods are devoted to
class work each week by the young men in the winter school, as ap-
pears from the following enumeration:

Regular high-school section for u' n. Hours,
weekly.

Lectures on Bible history 3
Lectures on churci history 2
General lecture 1

Biographies of great men 1

Question hour 1

History of missions . 2
History of Denmark
12ictures on general history
Lectures on the history of literature.. 1

Danish (composition, analysis, classics) 6

Accounting
retunamship
Natural science

. .. 4/ 1

Drawing
Geography
Sanitation w .1

Horticulture
Farm accounting

, ./ 1

1
Gymnastics 3
Agriculture 8

' Song drill ,

.. -

2

45Total - % '
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The seven hours devoted to agriculture and horticulture include
the history of agricultuie, practical work in planning the farm,
platting and planting gardens, and fieldwork in surveying and
leveling, pruning of fruit trees, etc.

,The summer course for young women is quite similar to the course ,
described above, with the exception that six hours of plain sewing,
embroidery, knitting, and dressmaking arellibstituted for the
agriculture. It is 'well to add here that the summer schools for
women in all of the folk high schools require much sewingseldom
less than one hour dailv.

The artisan group at Haslev is subdivided into smaller groups
or classes, as carpenters, brick and stone masons, smiths, machinists,
painters, tinners, and wheelwrights. The course of study for car-
penters and masons will serve toaustrate the kind of work required
front the entire group: The courses cover three winters of five months
each, and are intended especiallfto answer the needs. of the country
artisans who work during the summer months. The first year is
devotedz more particularly to theoryi. e., geometrical drawing,
projection, algebra, and geometry.. The second-year class emphasizes
building construction.- 4y.the close of this year the students are able
to draw,,plans and spec Lions of fairsizq farm buildings. By the
close of the third year they make ,their own drawings, calculate the
size of timbers, iron supports, etc., with great accuracy. Much
practical work is done on the premises', although most of the 'wqrk
is devoted to miniature buildings and ipodels.

The artisans are required to follow this weekly schictule:
Hours.

Lecture (in regular high-school section) 12
Danish (composition, renalysis, classics)
Accountingarithmetic 4, f
Bookkeeping
Natural science 1
Gymnast ice 3
Technical subjects, 22-;Total. 49

lIttslev is proud of thbfact that it is sending out annually scores
of. practkally trained artisans who not only know their profession,
but who are also equipped with the additional advantages of having
spanned the gap between the deadening workaday in. life and the
higher culture life which of right should be the commoryhetitage of all.

Rysiinge in Fyen, a. historic school.Ryslingo, which is -a small
country village in south-cehtral Fyen, beautifully situated in a
prosperous agricultural:eommunity, holds high 'place in folk. high-
school history. It was'.iarly ,brought -into notice because here
Kristen. Kold opened his ArSt sChool in 1$61. The community hes
been prominent in niany other ways. Tbe free - church movement

.
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began here .in the early day. The first "Valgmenighed," br free,
choice congregation, was founded herei. e., a congregation in
which the membership is free to choose its own pastor, .instead of
being obliged to accept one appointed by the State. 'Here, too, were
organized the first "skytteforeltingei" or associations of sharp-
shooters,'wiiich built at Ryslinge the first of the rural assembly halls
now found in .every country commune. And nowhere have the
gymnastic organizations prospered more than here.

Ryslinge Folk High School can scarcely be considered a eontinua-
tion of Kold:s school,- though it has taken to itself all the spirit and
all the traditions of this school. As it now stands, Ryslinge owes its
origin to a fofmer army chaplain, Johannes Clausen, who began his
school activities here in 1866. He was pastor of the local church
and really intended his school for an "Inner mission" institution,
but he brought several teachershis intimate friendsinto the
school, who had strong Grundtvigian tendencies. ''his indiscretion
probably cost the principal hie. position; but it gradually gave the
school a new coloring, so that to-day it stands for the purest of
Grundtvig's philosophy.

In 1884 a new era began at Ryslinge, when Alfred Poulsen was chosen
. principal. He came from Lyngby Agricultural School, where he had
been in charge of the folk high-school department. Poulsen is one of
the biggest schoolmen in active charge of the schools at the present
time. The most lucid delineation of the folk high schools ever penned
in English is from his hand.' He is also the president of the Associa-
tion of Folk High Schools and Agricultural Schools, an organization
whioh has been of vast importance in unifying the work of the schools,
and in getting for them the necessary State recognition and aid.

Prof. Poulsen is one of the most ardent advocates of the policy
of keeping the folk high schools as free as possible from textbooks and
classroom practices. lie says:

It is a great mistake, and contrary to the high-school philosophy, to combine this
school with agricultural schools, or with other departments requiring much study.
The right spiritual uplift of the man and opening of the.soul demand, first of all,
peace and quiet. Where there is much book activity there can be little time for
meditation and the "living word" becomes powerle-s.

. His fear is that many practical iubjects strongly emphasized will
force the real spirit of the folk schools into the backgroundultimately
to get only such time for lectures as can not be-used for "practical"
purposes. A majority of the schoolmen seem to share these views.

Ryslinge is remarkably well built and attractive. Its attendance
is limited to 200 young men in winter and 200 young women in sum-
ma.. Months before a term opens the matriculation sheets are
closea, and the students are refused for want of room. The fact
that, such schools deliberately limit themselves to a comparatively

The Danish Popular High School.
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small number of etude* shonid convey a hint to schools where big
numbers too often plalligieliiister roles

It is unnec6ssaty to`take. the time here for a review of the work
seen at Ryslingh; In organization of courses, in daily life, and in
other ways it Closely_ resembles Vallekilde; to tell the-story of one
school,is :to giveithat'of the other. Our sojouhi there was delightful
and instructive, although Cut short because of the principal's forced,
absence froil1 home.

Askov "Expanded" Folk High School.When Schleswig Jpecamo
German territory Redding Folk High School was transplanted, it
will be recalled, root and branch, to loyal soil north of Konge,aaen
(King's River), NN:liich marks the new boundary. Vejen is an unim-
portant country village on the railroad between Bolding and Esbjerg,
and the topography of the country is, on the whole, monotonous and
uninteresting. In spite of all this, no spot in Denmark has greater
historic memories, nowhere is the patriotic life and the folk life more
keenly alive than here on the frontier. Askov Folk High School,
the greatest of all the folk high schools, lies in the midst of this com-
munity, a short half hour's walk south from Vejen, right in sight of
the German frontier. Had Denmark built strong. frowning earthworks
along the boundary, they could not have been the national defense that
she now has in the work of this school. North Qf the line the people
have become welded in clear-sighted, far-seeing nationality; and even
south of it Danish spirit and Danish languae Have been kept alive.
It is a significant fact that a large number of young people from the
'German side of the boundary may be seen not alone at Askov, but
at the other schools in the peninsula and over on the islands.

Askov is a direct continuation of the first school established in
Denmark, and has retained all the old traditions. Above the portal
of the oldest of its many school buildings may yet be seen the inscrip-
tion: "Flora Hojskole," in remembrance of Dr. Christian Flor, the
early champion of nodding. Ludvig Schroder brought the school
across the boundary and directed, its work up to the time of his death
in 1908. During these years remarkable progress has been made.
The school was at first conducted as an ordinary folk high. school;
but in 1878 it was reorganized as the "Expanded" Askov.

Prominent high-school leaders had ever since Grundtvig's time
kept alive the hope that Sorg wouldeventually be converted into a
great central folk high school with continuation courses for students
from the other schools. All hope finally failed, and by common con-
sent Askov was chosen instead. Indeed, such men as Ernst Trier,
of Vallekilde, and J. Fink, an old Ryslinge leader, and their sup-
porters, were ,among the first to point to Askov as the logical place
for such a school. The Danish high-school association was organ-
ized to look after 'the financial side of the probleni, and with such
marked success that the reorganized school could begin its work as
early as November; 1878.
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At the present time the following courses are offered; An advanced
course for men, covering two winter sessions of six months each; an
advanced course for young women, also covering two winter sessions
of six months each; and a regular summer course for young women.

In the' advanced, courses the men and women attend the lectures
in common; although, in most of their othek work they have separate
classrooms. The men alone reside at the school dormitories during
the winter sessions. The women students find accommodation in the
small village that is springing up around the school grounds.

Some 260 young men and womenthe pick of the advanced folk
high-school studentswere in attendance at the time of our visit.
Many of these had completed the regular courses in the other folk
high schools; some were here from the agricultural schools; some
from teacherS' seminaries and from the "learned" schools; and still
others had come from the National Polytechnic Institute and the
National University. This enthusiastic throng was Mere preparatory
to going out into the other folk high schools as teach:rsand inspirers.

The summer courses at ov differ but little from the summer
work in the other the first year of the advanced
course is practically the same as offered elsewhere. The difference
lies in the second year's work. Throughout, there is more actual
book study, methods, and laboratory work. The natural and social

especially, receive much attention.
The following daily program will give a good idea of school work

at Askov:
Daily program, summer school for women, 1913.,

Hour. Monday. I

I

Tuesday. Wednesday.' Thursday. ; Friday. Saturday.
I

A-0. - Swint science. ( teography. ,, Nature study.

0-1n.

10.--
Danish. 1 Arithmetic. I

r ; yrnmrl I t-. .

10-11. Dullish. S rithmetic. I Dollish. 1 Arithmetic.

11-12. III tory of literature. Getters! history.
_.ift

Noon intermission.

1.30-2.30.

a. Drawing. Tlanilwork. Drawing. Handwork. Drawing. handwork.

handwork. Drawing. handwork. Drawing. handwork. Dross lug.

2.30-3.

3.25 -4.23.

Song 'tractive.

Nataie study. . Sanitation. Elocution.
I

Danish.

4.308.45. IThictirrion. Sewing. . Diseassren.

a- 7. _ Lecture.

Lectures Sunday afternoons at 5.20.
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Daily program, winter school for men, 1914.

(First year.)

53

Hour. 31Onday.

$-9.

9- lo.

I iiscussion
on

mathematics.

Tuesday.

Dismission
in history of
the north.

Wednnsday. I Thursday. . Friday. I Saturday.fir- . _

Mathematics. hygiene And sanitation.

ymnastim.

10.30-100. II ist urinal physics. General history. Natural science.

11.10-12.20.
'

Ue°"2raPhY' I

Drawing.

Discussion Geography. Accounting.in physics.

12.3n 2.
Discussion
in general Drawing. s%,

Discussion
in general
history.

3.20-4.. Song practice.

English or
German. 1.ect urea. English or

German

Danish.

itt of hteralure.

Discussion
in natural
Victims.

Discussion I

in I Danish.
mathematiss.i

Danish.

II i<tory of tharno th.

!lour. Honda y.

(Second year.)

i Tuesday. Wednesday. I Thursday. Friday. I Saturday.

literature of all nations. Advanced geography. Applied mathematics.

0- In.

10.30-11.30, Physics. General history. Natural science.

11.30-12.10. Advanced
algebra.

English or
German. Advanced algebra. .

English or
German.

Discussion
12.30-2. In general Drawing and laboratory practice. Se imming.

, history.

3.30-4. Sung practice.

4-S. o religions. Hygiene and
sanitation. Biology. Sociology.

Discussion Discussion
In history of
the north.

Danish. In general
history.

Danish. Danish. 1Mnish.

. 077. history of lltorriture. lU tor of Use north.



IAskov has had associated with it the names of such great men as.

mill at Askov is built above a very interesting chemical laboratory,
located in a grove of trees by itself. The mill furnishes current to
light the entire school, a score or more buildings, besides supplying

laboratory was primarily intended for advanced research work only;

Poul is Cour, Svend Hogsbro, and ethers. La Cour is known to
the world for utilizing wind power to generate electric current. The

all the electricity required for experimental purposes. The chemical
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but, of late, two weeks' courses have been added for farmers and their
hired men, and dairy employees, who are all obliged to understand
the general principles of electricity, since this is coming more and
more into use for lighting the farmsteads and running the dairies.

October 6 to 14, 1874, marked the beginning, in Denmark, of a
most remarkable system of extension work. At, that time some 70
or 80 young and old people met. at Askov and "lived" for more than
a week in an atmosphere charged with religious fervor, patriotic zeal,
and eager desire to help one's fellowmen. This was the beginning 'o4
a series of annual meetings which grow in importance with time.
Each autumn larger throngs of the peasantry aml town. folk flocked
to the school.

This movement was not limited to Askov alone. In a short. time
other folk high schools and agricultural' schools had taken it up and

- the,two weeks' autumn meetings were held all over the land. . School.
buildings proved too small to hold the throngs, and troves of trees
near by were used instead. Some schools have their ifatural woods,
while others have been obliged to plant for thig purpose.

Askov has a histot*. grove for its great meetings, which, by the
'',,way, are no longer llinited to the autumn time, but are held during

Spring and summer as well. This is'"Skibelund Krat," Itsmitll forest
of gnarled oaks and other trees, a fOW minutes' walk sou thof the school
and overlooking the German frontier. This spot has been sacred
ground for many years. Here the peasantry met to celebrate the
signing of the liberal constitution of 1840; and here have the Danes
south of the corder met with their brothers annually since the war to
renew'their vows of Eiteadfastness .t.,o a lost cause. Since .the coming
of Askov, Skibelund has become a veritable Mecca for the high-school
folk. All kinds of populp.r meetings' are held here. At or near the
natural amphitheater where the speaking is held are busts and monu-

, merits of folk leaders who have given their. lives for a,happier Den-
mark. Among the others canoe seen a great memorial to Principal
Ludvig SchrOder and his wife, ivho.'died some six years ago. Perhaps.
the most striking thing at Skibelund is "Modersmaalet," .a group
monument in the center of which stands a woman of heroic size,
gazing southward"The spilritot the Mother Tongue'.', -;- blessing ber

"`' divided children
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The themes discussed at these gatherings cover a wide range of
knowledge. At first they were limited by the folk highechool tradi-
tions to the"inspirs.tional" lectures in history, literature, mythology,
etc. With. timp..the field has broadened until now every phase of
ethics, Peliti8s, agriculture, sociology, and. the like are freely dia-

. cussed. This extension work is quite similar to the American Chau-
tauquai except that no admission fee is charged.

It might be added here-that many men who had gained- their
inspiration at the high-school meetings later organiied their home
community and continued the great work at the community hall and
gymnasium, one of which may be found every_rural district. In
the towns and cities the friends of-the new education built Hoisko-
lehjem, or high-school homesinstitutions combining many of the
features of a' modern Y. M. C. A. building with the conveniences of a
first-class hotel. Even Copenhagen has such an institution, palled
Grundtvig's Ilus (Grundtvig's House). Aside.frim offering the facili-
ties of first-class hostelries, managedina truly Christian spirit, these
homes are the rallying, conkers in town and city for the new extension
work.. Each has its library end reading rooms, and holds weekly
meetings fashioned after the great outdoor meetings. It is estimated
that in this way a vifholesome.and helpful education is brought to the
very threshold of, very farmer and.rvillager in the Kingdom.

The State has lent marked assistance, to the extension movement
b neon reging perambulating courses in agriculture and household
economics,, setting aside for 'this work-exit:Nally large 'sums to iay
teachers and lecturers. To this should be added that the Govern-,
ment maintains a national service of "control -a- ssistauts."=science.2.42-
specialistswhose services as speakers andi agricultural orgam era
may be had for the asking:

VI.LO( AL AGRICIJI.11*ITRAI, SCHOOLS-A,Ng THEIR WORK.

Genera/ statenteit.--The Danish country boys leave the elenumtary .

rural school at the age oL 14 or 15; then tliey devote, three years or
more to practical.home and farm tasks. At 18 they may enter the.
folk high schools, spending there a winter or two to get as large a
share as possible in the cultural subjects.' --Thep-at 19 or 0.'-efeiren
later they are ready- final study of tflie-teehnicel Agricul-
tural subjeets<0 the legal: Agricultural-schools.

The importance ;ti students of a course in the flak high' echoola
before they enter theagrieulturateClnols can scarcely 11e,,Qyeresti-
matM. The life at the ;former schools has a quickening effect upon
them; they learn to think fosthtNnselves, and enter the agricultural
schools ready to appropriatelind apply to a, lariger;dotteof*hat they

1110111Nor
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find there than could otherwise have been possible. From figures
quoted elsewhere it appears that about 50 per cent of all agricultural
students have attended folk high schools for one or more winter ses-
sions before entering upon their 'technical studies. Many agricul-
tural schools, as a ]natter of fact, require that their matriculants
shall have spent some time at the folk high schools before beginning
agricultural studies.

Capt. J. C. la ('our loved to say: "The Danish agricultural school
is the.child of the Danish folk high school, and must, like tfiis, have
Christian faith and national life for its basis." The union between
the two kinds of schools is remarkably close. In organization and
internal management the agricultural schools are very similar to their
prototype, the folk high schools. The same democratic spirit of gov,.
eminent, the dormitory plan of student life, the great emphasis
placed on song and gymnastics, the use of the lecture method when-
ever feasibleall bespeak this.

Every agricultural school has its school farm: For that matter, so
has practically every folk. high school. Some of the schools have
a hundred acres.. It is true that the folk high schools use their land'
chiefly to aid in the upkeep of the school by furnishing vegetables,
while the agiiculttiral school uses its land for laboratory purposes.
The amount of practical workevaries greatly. Some schools are
content to adhere closely to teaching the theory of agriculture.
Others have extensive experimental fields, herds of milch cows, great
numbers of swine and poultry; at a few schools thorn are fully
equipped creameries for the working up of the milk produced on the
school farm and milk hauled in from neighboring fafms. Several
have well - equipped bacteriological laboratories, where problems are
worked out of greatest value to agricultural life. Each separate
school- strives to formulate its courses to the needs of its own agri-
cultural section.

The Government-aided agricultural schools number 23, including
three special. agricultural' schools for small-hold farmers. Some-
thing of the daily life and work at three typical schools of this kind
is described below. ' The throe are: Lyngby, in Zealand; Dalum, in
Fyen; and Ladelund, in Jutland.

Lyngby Agricultural School.Lyngby is one of the most beautiful
Spots in Denmark. It is only 7 miles north of Copenhagen, and on
this .acenunt is visited by foreign commissions and unattached edu-
cators more frequently than the other schools. The Lyngby com-
munity comprises a whole system of educational institutions rather
thairirsinglo school.. There is the Lyngby Agricultural School and
right across the road from it Grundtvig's Folk High School. A Gov-
ernment experiment farm lies contiguous to the- agricultural school,
and a most unique agricultural museum adjoins thec high-school

. .

Vir
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grounds. Besides theAe, a cooperative association of local farmers
has experiment fields and,sales emporiums in the school community.

Lyngby Agricultural School was organized in 1867 by Capt. J. C.
is ('our And a local association of farmers. This was really an attempt
to operate an agricultural school having as one of its integral parts a
folk high-school department. This did not prove a very satisfactory
arrangement.; the folk, high-school department did not prosper. In
1890 the Grundtvig High School Association (organized to perpetu-

GROUND PLAN OF GRUNDTVIG'S FOLK HIGH SCHOOL..

I. Agricurtural school. f 16. Experiment fields of Horse Cooperative Assad..
2. firmed' % ig's High School. alien.
3. Agricultural museum. 17. Cooperative association headquarters.
1, 5, and 6. 1 useum buildings. is. Agricultural schubl form.
7. Museum exhibits. 19. Further experiment fields.
K 9,10, 11, and 12. Additional nuipum farmsteads. 20. Experiment orchard. ...
13. Machinery hall. 21. 3. C. la (bur's monument.
It. tiovernment experiment fields. 22. Teachers' cottage.
15. Buildings of experiment station. .

ate the bishop's name in a folk school) purchaied, the agricul-
tural school and additional land. A group of iiyw buildings was
erected for Grundtvig's Folk High School, giving the school at the
same time a separate administration. The present status is there.:
fore this:- One' association of school men and farmers owns both
schools, but those have separate principals and separate internal
management.' Yet they work in the greatestkarmony, so far as to
use a gyninasium in colignon, exchanging lecturers, . and in other
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ways helping each other. The work, according tcrexpert testimony,
has been much more satisfactory to all concerned since the division
into two schoolS.

Lyngby Agricultural School is a good ilfustmtion of the sub-
stantial smaller schools of agriculture. The school farm embraces
some 19 acres only, but Lyngby has the opportunity to make use
of important investigations carried on by the Government on its
experiment farm mentioned above. The students may also draw
much inspiration from Grundtvig's Folk High School and from
study at the great Danish Agricultural Museum (Dansk LandL
brugsmuscum) near by.

Lyngby offers two courses for young men--- one of six
.and one (*line. Prerequisites for admit:40n are: (1) Some familiarity'
with farm work, and (2) thpe spent at some folk high school. The
six ;,maths' course is as follows:
Chemistry (inorganic and organic).
Physics.
Study of soils.
Treatment of soils (including meadow and

- moorlands, irrigation and draining).
Stud of fertilizers.
Rotafflin of crops.
Plant culture.
Study of weeds.
Seed culture.
Plant diseases.
Domestic animals (their anatomy).
Breeding of domestic animals (cattle,

horses, swine, and sheep).
Study of breeds and breeding.

Judging horses and (wile.
Diseases of domestic aNnals.
Feeding.
IlorseshOeing and smithing.
'Dairying. .

Farm machinery.
Farm accounting.
Drawing.
Surveying and leveling.
Arithmetic.
Written themes.
Danish.
History of agriculture.
Study of how to overcome commer.tial

faults in our domestitanimals.

The nine months' course includes all of the 'above, but is more
detailed. Lecture courses in sociology and economics with special
reference to rural life are added. Some work is also offered for
students who desire to become "control assistants"--i. e.; loyal
agricultural experts who offer advice in dairying, feeding, fertiliza-
tion of soils, etc.

The Government experiment station is utilizing some 125 titres.
of land at this time. The Lyngby station limits its work to cereals
and root plants especially adapted to Zealand conditiens. Highly
sci,entific experiments are carried on in the comparative values of
tereals, clover, roots, etc. All such work may be observed by the,
students of the agricultural school.

Dansk Folkemuseum is the largest museum of 'its kind in Den-`
mark. Seieral large buildings are filled with agricultural imple-
ments and furniture and household utensils, arranged chrono-
logically covering many hundred years: Here the students have

'the opportunity to study the evolution in the plair4pr harrow from
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the simple wooden affair of the forefathers to the many modern
implements. Harvesting, threshing, and dairying may likewise
be observed from their. primitive beginnifigs to the :present -day
labor-saving machinery. Entire farmsteads, with all their out
buildings, two, three, or even four hundred years old, have been
moved in from various parts of Deninark, Sweden, the Faroes, and
Iceland, and rebuilt on the museum grounds at Lyngby.

The Cooperative enterprises carried on in the community can
also be utilized to practical ends the school.

Datum. Agricultural and Dairy School. To tkke the half hour's
walk from Odense in Fyn out to Dalum Agricultural School seemed
almost .like making a pilgrimage to the shine of Kristin Kohl.
Ilis first Ityslingh school, it may be recalled, was moved to Dolby
in northeast Fyen, and in 1862 Kold opened a more pretenti6us
school at Dalum, where he labored up' to the time of his death in
1870. His WAS a great work, and when lie died no available man
was found to continue what he had begun, with the result that the
school eventually closed its doors, not to be reopened before 1886,
when it was reorganized by a great school man, Jorgen Petersen,
as Dalum Land brugsskole.

This school, with Ladelund and Tune, make the trio of greatest
local agricultural schools in Denmark. It has influenced Danish'
agricultural life in every corner of the Kingdom. Some 4,267
students have completed its courses in the 24 years of Its existence.
Of these, 3,198 have returned to -the soil as teientific farmers, 652
have gone into the creameries, and 417 have become control assist-
ants, or agricultural experts whose business it is to advise the farmers
and teach them .better agriculture. The- average winter. attendance
is shout 200, while in summer only 25 of the most capable students
are retained, who get the Practical work of the farm by, actually d. doing
it" under experts. This small group become heads of large farms,
managers of. d airias, bacon factories, etc.

Dalum offers the following courses:
1. Courses for agriculturists

(a) 6 months (November-April).
(b) 9 months (November-Juk).
(c) 3 months (May-inly).

2. Course for dairymen
(a) 8 months (September-April).

3. Course for control assistants
(a) 1 month (October).

1. COURSEE FOR AORICULTURIRTR.

The six months' course requirements for admission are: (1) Practical knowledge.of
farm work; (2) completion of a course in e. folk high school; (3) applicant must generally

'be it least 20 years of age. The studies are as follows:
Chemistry.Inorganic and organicin relation to everyday life.
Physics.gechadickheat, electricity, meteorology, ett
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Plant culture.Structure, life, common diatases.
Drawing. - Geometrical, mechanical, etc.
Surveying.Field work throughout the spring.
Danish. Language, comp6eition, themes.
Arithmetic.
Parm accounting.Cash and bank accounts, fodder and" milk accounting, field

records, daily and annual settlements.
Gymnastics.
History of agriculture, With special reference to Danish conditions.
Study of soils.
Dairying.In addition to the regular course, a series of lectures of special interest

to milk producers is offered, such astreatment of milk in the home' statistics on dairy
management, etc.

Farmlnanagement.=-Farm organization, rotation of crops, use of banks and credit
unions, land laws, communal laws, etc.

Farm machinery.Study of farm implements, results of trials and experiments
with common farm machinery, preservation and use of machines, etc.

Plant culture.Pieps.mtion of soil, study bf fertilizers, seeding! harvesting, history
and culture of the most useful plants, weeds, plant diseases, seed culture, etc.

Domestic antpials.Anatomy; the horse, breeds and breeding; the cow, hog, sheep,
etc.,Ift similar manner; care of all domestic animals. ,

The nine mouths' course presupposes the completion of the above
six months' course or its equivalent in some other school. The course
includes all, the studies enumerated in the six montlps' course in addi-.
tion to three months of adviurced work, with practical applicatim in
laboratory and experiment field, during May, June, aricLJuly.
. The three months' course is a continuation course for old and
advanced students. It is practical laboratory and field work chiefly.
It covers the months of May, June, and July(

2. COURSE FOR' DAIREMEN.

The dairy school of Dalum, has its own lecture halls: bacteriological and chemical
labetatorieo; a large creamery which manufactures the.milk from the school herd of
cod from the farm of the vicinity; and much other modern equipment. Only
mature students of good school preparation are accepted. The course covers eight
months' work, from September to April.- The studies are as follows:

Chemistry,. physics, machinery, bacteriology, domestic animals, dairying, farm,
accounting, bookkeeping, arithmetic, penmanship, and gymnastics.
Practical exercises:

1, Study of milk iu the creamery; testing for fats, etc.
2. Blicteriological,cxercises; commorf bacteriological technique, microscopic cul-

tures,,
3. Chemical analyses'of a practical kind for the dairy, such as te3ting for purity,

determining per cent of water in butter, etc.
4., Chemical experiments in qualitative. analytis dealing with the chief inorganic

and organic substances. *,..
, .4

3. COURSE FOR CONTROL ASSISTANTS.

The demand for 'Control aasiatants is so urgent that the sch%ol has organized a special'
course in this field. The work is open to men and women of mapfity, and experience
rho have already completed an agricultural or dairy course at Daluip or at some
agricultural school of equal rank. The lobri is all advanced.,
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The course includes clafework and lectures on dairying, dairy accounting, study
of feeding, study of soil testa and fertilizing, with praCtical work in milk weighing,
testing for fats, etc., the use of Dr. Gerber's apparatus, keeping records of individual
cows, etc.

Dalum is a large school. Something like a score of substantial.
striictures have sprung up around Kola's original school building,
which is still in use. The experiment fields are large and interesting.
The school herds of cattle and swine were the best seen anywhere
on our trip. The faCulty list includes some of the ablest agricultuilil
scientists in Denmark. The principal is Th. Madsen-Mygdal, who
has done much for Danish agricultOre. Another man of note is
Jacob E.,Lange, who is well blown for his work in horticulture.

Ladelund Agricultural and Dairy School.This great farm school
lies only an hour's walk northwest of Askov, or may be reached in a
few minutes by rail from Yejen to Brorup Station. The school
embraces 50 or more acres of land, divined into home farm, experi--
mental plats, forestry station, and school campus. The .latter con-
tains some 40 farm and^school buildings:

The purpose of the school is stated in the following langaage:
Through the courses of instruction it is sought to give the studentswho must

be acquainted with the practical side of agriculture and dairyingsuch aloundation
of knowledge as will enable them to attain a clearer insight into those things which
they in practice must labor with, and hence also greater interest, greater returns,
mod greater joy in their work. This end is sought to be attained partly by giving
the students knowledge of nature that surrounds them, of the furcee that are work and
the laws that govern, and before which we must yield and regulate our daily work in
Geld and bpn and dairy, and partly by making known to the students the results of
experimentation, of investigation, etc., in the field of agriculture and dairying
results on the basis of which we must shape our practical activities.'

The school offers courses in agriculture, in dairying, and in 'the
preparation 0.1. eon trbl assistants.

The agriculture courses are three: (1) A five months' course, from
November to March, for young farniers who can net give the growing
season to study; (2) a nine-months' course, from November to July,
for long-time students;. and (3) a four months' continuation course,
from April to July,. for students whoshave already taken a short
preparatory course. The subjects of instruction are practically the
same as stuttied at Lyngby. The continuation course, however, lays
great stress on practical field work.

- The. course in dairying includes chemistry, physics, bacteriology;
farm accounting, Danish, drawing, gyilmasties, bookkeeping (for
dairymen), dairy culture, history of agriculture, dairying, and rutal
economics, practical work in the bacteriblogical lahotatory and school
dairy.

UnservisnintotPlan for 1012- \
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There are three courses for control assistants--of six, three, and
one month. These agricultural specialists devote their time to
giving expert advice to the farmers of a given community and are
paid partly by the commnnity and partly by the State. Such experts
may be found all over the land, testing milk for butter fat or the cows
fOr tuberculosis. They make soil examinations and give advice as to
what fertilizers to use, what rations to feed, etc. Their work has
been especially effective among the older farmers who have not had
the opportunities for study now at hand. Students taking control-
assistant courses have generally completed some agricultural course
before matriculating in the new work. Here emphasis is laid on
control accounting, milk testing, bacteriology, and the study of
domestic animals.

Ladelund Agricultural School is equipped with remarkably strong
bacteriological and chemical laboratories. The latter is used exten-
sively to analyze milk, fertilizers, and feeding stuffs from the farm-
steads far and near. The school owns a herd of 35 red Fyen cows,
&tine of which yielded 16,500 pounds of milk annually. This milk,
together with the milk from many hundred red cows from adjoin-
ing farms, is manufactured into butter and prepared for the English
marketsi at the cooperative creamery, which is a part of the school
plant. This school creamery handled the past year fully 1,000,000
kilograms of milk.

The Royal Veterinary and Agricultural Inetitute.It,is appropriate
in this connection to mention the great mother school of agriculturet,
the Royal Veterinary and Agricultural Institute (Den Kongelige
Veterimer- og Landboh6j§kole), situated almost at the center of
Copenhagen.. The agricultural schools' discussed above are mere
local schools intended to train practical farmers. The Royal Instittite,
on the other hand, is a school of research, and offers advanced courses

'for the training of practical agriculturists, horticulturists, foresters,
surveyors, veterinarians, and blacksmiths Most of the teachers in
the local agricultural schools have been trained in this great school.

The college was founded in 1783, at first solely as a veterinary
school. It was afterwards enlarged to include agriculture and horti2
culture, and still later departments were added for surveyors and
foresters. In 1892 and 1893 the State contributed about .1,000,000
crowns for further enlargement.

The total number of students ranges from 400 to 600. Of these
about 200 belong to the veterinary group. The agricultural gioup is
8mallor, selcjom passing 125. The rest are divided pretty evenly
among the foresters and the horticulturists. The attendance is not
limited to Depmark. The reputation of Dr. T. Westerman, Dr...
K. Rordam, Prof. B. Bang, the great authority on animarttibercu-
Ions, and other members of the faculty is so great that students
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attend from all over northern Europe, and even from Bulgaria, Greece,
and Roumania.

Without describing the work of the institute in detail, it should be
said that it is a great institution, comprising many acres covered with
massive buildings, wherein are found well-equipped laboratories,
libraries, museums, etc. The school forms the center of all agricul-
tural activity in the Kingdom. Here is, for example, the laboratory
for agricultural-economic .experiments, through which important
chemical, bacteriological, physiological, and other experiments in
dairying, feeding, and breeding of cattle, swine, and poulirky are car-
ried on at selected farms throughout the land. The laboratory pur-
sues continuous tests of butter intended for export. Another
important arm of the service is the serum laboratory, which prepares
and distributes various sera, vaccines, and preparations intended to
stamp out disease of domestic animals. Finally, the 25 national
experts in agricultural economics (Statens Landokonomiske Konul-
enter) are connected more or less closely with the Royal Institute.
Four do their work under the ministry of agriculture, one is attached
to the ministry of justice, while the remaining twenty are stationed at
the scattered experiment farms, and are in direct touch with the
school. These specialists lend direct assistance to the Local agricul-
tUral schools, and in mliny other ways promote agricultural improve-
ment.

VII.SPECIAL AGRICULTURAL SCHOOLS FOR SMALL
HOLDERS 'AND RURAL SCHOOLS OF HOUSEHOLD
ECONOMICS.

General statementThree special schools have been established for
the sons and daughters of small-hold farmers, and, in some of their
courses, for thelkthers and mothers also. The small holders face
problems which call fOr special treatment. There are 75,000 such
farmers, each of whom must make a living out of from 2 or 3 to 7
acres of land. As the regular agricultural schools were organized
to answer the needs .more particularly of the gaardmand, the hus-

and sought relief in these schools, which have been opened at
iringstect in Zealand, Odense in Fyen, and Borris in Jutland.

Here follows' a brief description of two of those schools--L-Kterehave,
ear Ringsted, and Fyn Stilts School, near Odense:
Kiereltave. Humandsskole school).N. J. Nielsen-
dskov, who is credited with originating the movement for the

.ne sehoolsand at present the principal of liferehave=states the
purpose of the schools to be "to prepare leaders who shall make the
life of the Danish husmand so honored and recognized that the young
sons and, daughters of these home3 will gladly choose this calling in
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A. DALUM LOCAL AGRICULTURAL SCHOOL NEAR ODENSE. FYEN. EXPERIMENTAL
FIELD IN FOREGROUND.

B. FIRCROFT FOLK HIGH SCHOOL, BOURNVILLE, ENGLAND.

Thli Is the first adaptation of the Danish schools on British soli.
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preference to city life." Tha schools have, indeed, already done
much to make the small holders' lot more tolerable and their work
more profitable. They prepare the students for intensive scientific
farming in the same way that the agricultural schools are doing, but
they go even further in stressing the auxiliaries or side lines of agri-
culture, as chicken raising, rabbit breeding, and bee culture. Many
of the small holders would be unable to make ends meet were it not for
chickens, rabbits, and bees. The small-hold schools also lay an
unusual stress on the short courses of 11 or more daystime enough
to give people who are in the ruts inspiration for a new start.

Kterehave was founded in 1903, and during the 10 years of its
existence has instructed 5,500 students, ranging in age from 18 to 75
years. The school is the property of Principal Nielsen-Klodskov.
A gift of 50,000 crowns fromrflocal philanthropist and a; State loan
of 60,000 crowns made its foundation possible. Later other friends
of the school have given liberally to place the school on a solid founda-
tion. At this time the school property, including the large. 125-acre
experimental farm, is valued at half a million crowns nearly. The
student capacity is 200.

The school equipment of the small-hold schools is at least equal
to what may be seen at2the best of the agricultural schools.' Mere-
lave has a land area divided about as follows: Ten acres used for
buildings, campus, parking, flowers, and shrubbery; 3 acres of beech
and oak forest fashioned as an outdoor auditorium for summer
meetings; 7 acres divided into parcels and used variously for the
breeding of chickens, rabbits, flogs, etc.; 3 acres planted to orchard
for experimental purposes; 2 acres given over to experiments in
vegetables and for a school-kitchert garden; 4 acre; used exclusively
for horticultural. experiments; and, finally, 96 acres divided into
interesting small-hold. farms of 6, 12, 18, 20, and 40 acres, respec-
tivelythe latter as practical object lessons yin managing farms of
different size.

In variety of courses the small-hold schools take first place. Krere-
have offers the following long and short courses:

During the winter session
Six months' agricultural-course for young farmers.
Six months' training course for country artisans. '

Six months' horticultural course for young gardeners.
Six months' course in household economics for young women.

During the summer sdasion
. Five months' course in. ousehold economics for young women.

1st. Six months' continua n'course for agriculturists... Throjighout the year.Eighteen short courses of I I \corking days each, for older
men and women, residents of Zealand. New courses opim on the first and third
Tuesdays of etkch month except,October.

4872007-14--6

Stx months'.courae in horticulture for men.
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Agricultural courses. The courses, it will be seen, are two of six
months each. The first course covers the same ground as is covered
liA the elementary course in the average agricultural schodl. It
includes work in sanitation, gymnastics, Danish, accounting, history,
of agriculture, plant culture, domestic animals, farm bookkeeping,
surveying, practical experimentation, and manual training.

By special enactment of the Rigsdag, a liberal sum of money has
been set aside for aid to worthy students of the small-hold schools.
This is more liberal than in the other schools. For example, a worthy
young man of small means may obtain as high as 30 crowns a month
to help him through the six months' course mentioned above. This
is nearly enough to pay his way through the winter half year.

But the practical and theoretical continuation course is actually
planned to give the student worker an income. According to a law
passed in 1908, students who have .completed a course in this or other
recognized agricultural or folk high school may ask admittance to the
summer continuation course and receive aid and pay through the
ministry of agriculture.

The daily plan is about as follows:

Time devoted to field work. Time devoted to instruction. ' Time for meals.

. 5 to 8.25 a. m.
7 to 10.25 a. m.
II to 2.30 p. an.

4 to 5 p. m.
5 to 0 p. m.
8 to 7 p. n..

n.ao bi 7 a. m., coffee.
10.30 to II a. m. breakfast.
7.00 to 3 p. m., dinner.
710 to 8 p. m., supper.

The instruction embraces agriculture, plant culture, domestic
animals, horticulture, and the auxiliaries of agriculture. Theory.
and practice go hand in hand. The students are divided into groups,
each in charge of teachers and field managers. The pnictical work
is Bane in the several experiment fields under the direction of the
latter. During October the daily instniction is suspended, and till
the time is devoted to work.

The students receive 10 crowns a month during the first 5 months
an8 40 crowns during October; in addition to free tuition, board and
lodging. the work has proved remarkably satisfactory. A young
Man who applies his theories to the soil in the sweat of his brow is
likely to get his agriculture about right. At least so it has proved at
Lerehave, which sends out annually a throng of practical and indus-
trious young farmers who are well equipped for their.life work.

Courses in household economics: The two courses for young women
are thorough and fit. their students well to take charge of small farm
homes, where the greatest economy must be exercised to make ends
meet.
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Thq half-year courses are almost identical, wan outline of one may
answer for both of them:

Hygiene and sanitation.Anatomy of the human body; laws of health; borne
sanitation.

Gymnastics.New Danish gymnastics.
Danish.Reading, composition, and themes.
Accounting.Common and applied arithmetic.
History.History of civilization, history of literature, church history, history of

the north, geography, and sociology.
Song.Folk and patriotic songs.
Physics.PhysicS of everyday life.
Chemistry. Chemistry of the household.
Housekeeping.Preparation of foods: Baking, butchering, practical kitchen work,

drying and preserving fruit; pickling. etc.
Handwork.Knitting, darning, patching, plain sewing, dressmaking, and embroid-

ering.
House management.Relation to domestics; treatment of clothing; the laundry.
Sick and child nursing.Lectures and practical work.
Sloyd.Basketry, patching shoes, work in -.pasteboard; bookbinding; making

clothes brushes, etc.
Bookkeeping.Practical household accounting.
Plant culture.Structure, life, treatment, and improvemept; kitchen plants, small

and large fruit; windbreaks, seed culture, weeds.
Domestic animals.Anatomy, life, management ; special study of chickens, ducks,

geese, rabbits, and bees.
PraCtical work..7-Practical application in all the above, so far as possible.

This course is seen to include consideriable work of an agricultural
nature. The housewife at the average \small hold works her own
garden and may in a pinch help in the field. A considerable number
of women still work' regularly in Danish fields; but these are chiefly
Polish and Russian girls, who are glad to. do a man's work, thereby
escaping tile worse condition of their old hdMe. Needy plung women
may procure aid on the same terms .9 the young men. In this way
they may draw from the State, upon application through their home,'
commune, as high as 30 crowns monthly for not to exceed five months.

Eleveri-day courses for mature men and women.By far the most
interesting are the short courses of 11 days each. A special appro-
priation has been Wade to aid men and women of small means Wake
advantage of them. Any persoh, who, by reason of his occupation,
can profit by such a course is .eligible to aid. The total cost of the
course is 30 crowns, and the amount of aid is usually enough to
cover both this and such other expenses as railroad fare, etc., to and
from the school.

The practical lessons learned in the short courses are unquestionably
many and important; but the inspiration gained from contact with
other people with problems to iolve, is oven greater. Many is the
small holder who has returned home from the short courses with a new
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outlook on life, and with courage in the heart for renewed effort.
"When my wife returned home from her 11 days at Kterehave," says
one man, "she looked 11 years younger than when she left home."
And so it -is down the line with others.

Fyn Stiffs School, near Odense.This school, also known under the
name of Odense llusmandsskole, was organized by the United :Viso-
cialions of Small Holders in the Island of Fyen in 1908. The institu-
tion is leased to the present principal for 10 years, as the universal
experience in Denmark has been that the success or failure of all these
school.; is closely bound with the individuality of the one man at
the head.

The purpose of the school may be stated from the school catalogue
in these words:

.It ift to give the students a good ipiritual awakenini and general guidance, and to
offer them such knowledge of the professional subjects as shall enable them to take
their place in the body politic and community as independent citizens, as farmers, in
such ways that they may. live economically independent lives, and make the most^of
their lot as small holders. The purpose is, moreover, to give such knowledge and
understanding of the auxiliary lines of agriculture that the small holder may be enabled
to is entire family together, each member to work at some specific avocation at
ho

The instruction is similar to that of litorehave. It embraces long
and short courses for young farmers, with special application to small
holds; two courses for young women to aid them in their difficult
role as helpmeets on these small farnis; two courses for artisans
carpenters, masons, etc.and two courses for control assistants.

Hero, too, of greatest interest, are a number of short courses for
men and women, young and old, living in the country. At this point
the school is vergslose to the people. The investigator found at
Odense middle-aged and old men and women mingling in classe; with
young men and women in their best yearsthe ages ranging from
25 to 75but all with life problems to solve. Some come to got new
insight into potato culture, others make a two weeks' study of soil
from their o*n land, or others again take up bee culture, rabbit
brbeding, or chicken .raising. And they all gain enough s.tored-up
inspiration to tide them over the hard places of the future.

It is hard to say whether this school or Kterehave attracted us the
most. Both of them are well built and well equipped. Their grounds
and experiment plats were especially full of interest. The schoollies
in an area of 65 acres. The main building is set in a beautiful lawn
of several acres. In the left foreground is a complete model small
holding of 7 acres. In the right foreground are the outbuildings
of the larger farm (25 acres), which furnishes the school with vege2
tables, milk,- and meats. There is also a _hortaicultu. ral experiment
station of 17 acres, for the cultivation of ainall and large fruit,
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including a large kitchen garden and individual garden plats for
students. Another part of the farm has a' mod?rn hennery, a rab-
bitry, and an apiary. There is oven an area of mulberry trees for
silkworm culture. .

The model small holding of 7 acres deserves a few words in paSsing.
Upon it a model home has been erected, adapted to the size of the
farm. It contains a suite of four rooms for the family, a barn for the
cows, and stall room for a horse, besides room for grain, fodder, and
machinery. And all of this is under one roofbut it is all built so
substantially and is kept so clean that it never becomes insanitary
or a nuisance. Over the stall of each cow is kept a record of the
weekly production in milk and butter fat ; and if a cow should fall
below a certain minimum it would go immediately to the butcher.,
Because the small holder's land is very limited, dwarf apple trees and
long-stemmed cherry ,trees are grown, the latter often along the
driveways, where they can combine the useful with the attractive.
Dwarf apple trees are planted 9 to 10 feet apart. Some of them yield
amazingly. A perfect system of rotation is followed in the small
hold. Every foot of ground is utilized, and records are kept of every-
thing produced and sold, and of everything purchased. The young
farmers who make a special study of this model small hold are able
to attack their own farm problems with eyes wide open.

Rural schools of household .economics. Separate schools to prepare
country girls for their later life responsibilities are comparatively now
in Denmark, although house-mother schools have been .popular in
the towns for many years. Not more than a dozen rtfral schools of
this sort are sufficiently established to be recognized by the State,
though 17 or more are in operation.

All of the folk high schools offer summer courses for young women,
especially of the inspirational order, and several' thousand students
attend annually. Class work in sewing rind needlework, lecture's on
sanitation, and other important themes are included in these summer
courses, but these have never been considered sufficient pieparation
for the responsibilities of heusekeeping. It is an old custom in Denz,
mark to send the young woman, as soon as bethrothed, to some large
country homethe manse or the Nome of a country squireto take
a year's work in practical housekeeping. This has unquestionably
been afine training for Danish housewives, but even the best homes
are not expected to know many of the latest things which science' is
thrusting upon the schools, which schools alone can supply. With.
the demand for agricultural' schools where to train scientific young
farmers came a natural ihsistenco that the helpmeets of those young
. men 'shourd be afforded equal opportionities; hence the rural schools
of household economics.
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The school built' in the open country or on the outskirts of
some rura Illage. It usually has land enough-3 to 5 acresto
furnish v stables, milk, and butter for school consuinptio4 A first-
class vegetable and fruit garden is used as a laboratory where the
young wome do much individual work. The flower garden, too,
receives its s re of attention.

The young women are expected to reside at the school dUring their
continuance there. The courses are usually six months in length.
This enables the schools which of ten run the entire year -to train

. two.vparate groups of students each year. The buildings-are
equipped with model kitchen, dining room, living room, and chain-
ber,all of them intended as models for practical farm homes.

Sonie,.idea of the scope and thoroughness of the scliiols may bb
obtained from the following brief description of one such school
Haraldsborg, near Roskilde.

. .
Haraldsborg School of Household Economice.--This school lies on a .

beautiful ridge of hills, overlooking Roskilde Fjord, about 20 minutes'
walk frOm the railway station. The housemother,! Fru Anna.,

Bransager-Nielsen, limits the number of resident students to 35, who
are treated as members-of the f&mily. These are grouped for con-
venience into five families of seven each. At the time of our visit,

i
threefathilie1s had 'charge of Alto model kitchen, one family wits occu-
pied. n the living-rooms and bed chambers, and the remaining family
was hard at work in the dressmaking room.

The school was a marvel of neatness. What seemed most valuable
in this system of preparation was not so Much what the young women
learned to dt, as the right habits of life inculcated with the work of
the day.

Haraldsborg is large enough to produce the vegetables milk, meats,
etc., consumed at the -school. Four acres are devoted to lawn and
flowers, and 'ton acres to the farm, which keeps.a span of horses, a
couple of cows, and some pigs. .

The course of study includes the following subjects:
Natural science. Chemistry and physics, with special reference to the }mach, dd.
Housekeeping.Preparation of foods; food values, thoory of household economics;

household accounting; baking; butchering; curing meats; pickling; cleaning house;
dining-room work 4 washi ng ; ironing.

Handwork.Plain sewing; dressmaking; patching; darning; fine needlework and
embroidery. a

SanitationStudy of human anatomy; laws of health; home sanitation.
Garden culture.Care of kitchen, fruit, and flower gardens; preparing vegetables

and fruit for keeping and winter use.
Other subjects.--Song, gymnastics, itorature, rural socilOgy, and reviews in any

of the elementary subjects wherein the students may prove 4ticient.
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VIII.THE FOLK HIGH SCHOOL TRANSPLANTED TO
OTHER NORTH EUROPEAN COUNTRIES.

The adaptability of the folk high schools.---The question naturally
arises, could such institutions as the Danish folk high schools be
adapted to'the needs of other countries ? They were born of pen-.
liar national needs. Can t10, liye and do their work on other tap
Danish soil? The answer is that the schools have been quite adapta-
ble to changed conditions and needs. They have done as Well; in
fact, outside off' Denmark us at home. It is true that thQSransplanta-
tion has so far been limited to4north European nationaraiindred
origin with the Danish, but there seems little doubt that Grundtvig's
system, especially in its more. recent practical application, could find
a ready field of usefulness even as far from the 'land of its origin as
the United States. Indeed, Danish emigrants have already made a
beginning at transplating them to American soil.

The folk high schools were -carried to the mountain regions of
Norway in 1864, where they have flourished despite mutts advors1
legislation. In 1868 they were transplanted to Swedish soil, *acre
44 strong schools, of a somewhat modified type, are now wielding. a
remarkable influence in farm communities. Finland has found the
folk high schools a national bulwark against Russian domination, 43
such schools are now keeping alive the sturdy Finnish folk life. Even
Iceland and the Faroes have each one high school. The next step
was the successful transplantation to England. The first school of
the kind for English-speaking people began its activities 4 Bourn,

near Birmingham, in 1909, under- the name of Fircjoft School.
Its appeal has been especially to the artisan class, with which it is
doing at good work. A second school has just, been opened in York-
shire, which will be watched with much interest by friends cif the
movement. f

The folk school in Swam . The school came toSweden as a protest
against a deadening materialism and indifference for fatherland and
nationality that had long prevailed.

According to Swedish thinkers of 50 year ago:
The penitently were.devoted solely to their swine, their calves, and brandy stint;

and the chief qualification for election to the Rigsdag was a promise to see to the
reduction of taxes. The groat social questions of the future were left to shift for
themselves.'

Then appeared. Dr. August Sohlman (1824-1874), editor of the
Swedish "Aftonbladet," as an cat of "a new kind of schools
free to all the peoplea school. which might also become a means to
reform the existing narrow humanistic schools and lead to a national
folk culture." He was seconded in his effort by many .leading men

3 Schroder. FolkSbOjakolett I Sverige, p. S98.
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of the day: Ultimately the "Nordiske Nationalforening" offered its
suPport to.the now cause, with the result that the first Swedish folk
high school was founded at Herrestad in East Gothland, November 1,
1868. The very same day another school. was opened at Onnestad
in Skaane) and one day later IIvilan Folk High School, near Akarp,
in southwest Sweden, .threw open its doors.

This beginning marked a renaissance in Swedish agricultural lifq.
The school has caused the same " aking through of sleeping souls
here as in Denmark. The spiv' of confidence in one's neighbors is
just as marked hlso. Coo tve enterprises are clustering wherever
the folk high schools thrive. In Sweden, the schools early empha-
sized more of the purely practical, laying more stress on textbook
study. And in a few instances examinations were introduced, though
generally to be discontinued later. The chief Swedish modification
of the Danish sysW liter in the addition of fully equipped 'agricul-
tural departments, to most of the schools. In this respect, at least,
the Swedish policy is at -variance with the tenets .of a majority of
Danish high school men. Since 1882when the Swedish GOvern-;
ment began offering liberal support for the establishment of agricul-
tural schooLsthe folk high schools have gone through a partial reor-
ganization. Two schools are now usually found on the same campus,
under one administrative head, althougli the schools continue to have
separate principals and are housed in their own buildings. Their
relation is much the same as is that of the several schools in an
American universityoech with its own deln subject to,a common
administrative head. The schools at Lyngby and a few other places
in Denmark have a similar organization.

Sweden has 44 Gqvernmentsrecognized folk high schools, with 1,100
then and 1,080 women students* The State appropriation in 1912713
for aid to the schoolsprivately owned as in Denmarkwas 339,200
crowns, and stipends for needy stu 804)00 crowns.

Hvilan FolkhogskOdan och 14 nnas -olan.It is unnecessary to
describe in deta,i1 the Swedish schools. adniinistration, methods
o instructiop., and subject matter they follow_closely t2ieir. Danish
prototypes. One marked difference has' been noted Abovethe
Swedes prefer to bring under one- adminigtration all the schools
which in Denmark arc usually kept as distinct institutions. In all
.probability, iny adaptation that.mighCbe made of these schoOls in
the'United States would likely resemble the Swedishl)lan more than
the Danish, since our conditions will hilly permit of schools de,
pending solely bh the Inspirational elements ,to attract/ a stpdent
body.

Hvilgul, Folk High School and Agricultural Selina may be taken,
of the Swedish schools. The four distinct Danish schools

.1iigh school, agricultural school, small -hold schoOl, and school of
4..

t ,. .
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:household economicsare all represented lit Hvilan by very good
courses. This is not to say, that the opportunities offered here are
just' as good in every respect as in the separate Danish schools, bit
very §disfactory- work is done.

The courses and number of students in eaeli course for .the year
191 1-1 2 were asi011ows:

The folk high school
General course for men (November I to April 13)
Advanced course for med (November 1 to April 13)

e General course for women (Virg to July 28)
Advanced course for *omen (May 1 to August 14).

The agricultural scho411-.
General course for men (November 1 to April 13)
Two courses for control assistants (September to October and May to

June). c .
Special course for small holders (March 4-16)
Course for housemothers and their daughters (July 1-6)

student&
83
28
34
19

129
29
36

.
Total 386

Origin of the .Norwegian folk high schottis.In Our Redeemer's.
Chuichyard, at Christiania, stands a simple gravestone bearing an
inscription that may be .translated thus: --

So awaken the folk one morning tide
With life in heart and light in mouth,

And sweetly it sings
With loosened tongues

What Dfe's about. .

Beneath the stone sleeps Ole Vig, the Norwegian teacher and
writer wto first brought Grundtvig's spirit to Norway. With him
came a great awakeilifig to his People. Now, V. A. Wexel roused
the chiuth to a greater spirituality; Ivar Aasen strove to purify the
mother tongue; P. A. Munch and others wrote in fiery words the
history of Norway; Asbj6rnsen and Moe published their marvelous
collections of folk tales; Lindemann set the mountain echoing with
his folk melodies; and Ole Bull played for all the world. This was
in the decade 1850-1860. Like Orundtvig, Ole Vig was only the
prophet) others were to carry to execution his plan for a spitexii of
Norwegian folk high schools.

Two young university studentsi Herman Anker.and Olauhlrvesen,
were won for the high - school cause by Vig's zeal. They both went .

to Denmark and lived the folk school life for a season. When.tbey
returned home they tbek steps to °penis, school jointly,Anker, who
was a man of wealth,,io firnish the means, and Arvesen to devote a
his time to the work. .

In this way Sagatun Folk High School, beautifully situated on the
shore of 'Lake Mjosen, was organized, and opened its doors to the _

public in October, 1884.. Eighty yoeng people were.in attendseet,
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the first year, and the folk school idea took root, never to lose its
hold.

In 1867, the great schoolman Christoffer Bruun founded the re-
nowned Vanheim Folk high School. This'was followed by Seljord
and nearly a score of others. But these schools have all had their
difficulties to meet. Some own their own buildings; others have been
obliged to get along with rented quarters; while a few are really per-
ambulating, going from mountain district to mountain district, open-
ing their doors for a few weeks or months at a time at some large

) farmstead. Yet, in the midst of all these difficulties, the:spirit of
the schools has not lagged; the song his continued to stir the hearts
of the mbuntain folk, and the lectureto flfie their souls to noble
action.

Two serious difficulties have hampered -the work of the folk schools
in Norway: (1) Each "amt" or local administration unit had its
own continuation school above the free elementary school, intended
to give the country population a liberal education. Unfortunately,
as it appears from an investigation
the amt schools have proved the cause of drawinw many farm boys away from the
poil,and into other callingti instead of preparing them to live the country life as
enlightened and interested citizens', with a keen sense for the life and customs of
their forefathers.

The amt schools were inclined to be aristocratic and narrowly
scholastic, .becoming really nothing more than preparatory schools
for the higher learned institutions. Naturally these schools were not
inclined to share the field with the privately owned folk high schools.

(2) The folk high §chools at first had to depend solely on private
open-handedness for maintenance, as the State was dIsinclined to
lend aid.

More recently these difficulties have been surmounted. The folk
'spirit has permeated the whole people, reaching even the official

lasses. State aid has been extended to all worthy.f.olk high school's:
The ,amt schools, too, have become somewhat, modified in theirsor-
gar:kat:inn, tasking it possible for the schools to work in greater
harmony than inthe past.

. Norway is+ a 'great mountain ridge cut by deep ocean fjords into
innumerable mountain districts; each with its own manners and
customs, and even dialect. 'The folk high schools have invaded these
'fastnesses and rallied the mountain folk around them. The great
nationalizing movement, in Norway of Dent years, which his cul-'
urinated in the adoption of a purified national tongue, a national
music, , revival of national dress, folk danceseand the like, can be
traced in large measure to the influence of the folk high schools.

Thee olit high wheal in Finland.- }tere,Elias Lannrote well known
foir his compilation of Finnish folk songs, the JohanLud-

.
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'Trig Runeberg, the poet; and Uno Cygnaus, the father of the sloyd
systemall had something to do with preparing the people for the
coming of the folk high schools.

The first school was organized by a woman, Sofia Hagman, at
Kongasala near Tammerfors, in 1889. She rallied around .her the
young women of the community, giiing them from 18 to 20 hours
of instruction weekly. Sewing for women was the most important
part of her. course. There were also classes in religious study, .

accounting, drawing, song, and gymnastics, and lectures on the
history of the world, church history, geography, etc:

This school was soon followed by Belga Folk High School, which
was largely inspired by the poet Runeberg. The first folk school in
Finland to use the Swedish tongue was opened at Kronoby in East
Bothnia, in 1891. This resembles in almost every respect the Danish.
and Swedish schools.

In 1905 Finland could boast 23 folk high schools, of which 7 used
the Swedish language. Now 1.41ey have grown in number to 42, of
which 15 are Swedish-speaking. Prior to 1905 the Finnish Govern-.
ment was very conservative in its support, of the schools. Their. by
degrres the tivertunent's policy'clianged. At this time it encoutages
the schools through liberal State aid. This now amounts to more
than '30(1,000 marks annually. -

The follihigh schools on Englihh soil.One day back in 1905 a party
of English educators and other gentlemen on a tour of inspection in
'Denmark were spending the week .end as the guests of Principal Poul
Hansen, at Vallekilde. Folk Higl; Sclidol., While here they listened,
among other things, to an instructive address on the purpose of the

Pfolk high school by Prof. 1Taldemar Bennike. One of the EngliSh
party wad J. S. -Thornton, who has written much on the Danish
school system for the press and educational perioditals. He desribes
the scene bf the address in the following language:

As ho (Bennike) spore he stood in front of the Ansgar picture (it was Anwar who
first brought Christianity into Denmark), thus eMbhasicing all he had is say by
showing that the teaching of himself and his colleagues, whilst looking eagerly forward
to the future, was nevertheless rooted in the past NA based on a Christian founda-
tion, * . I

"The main object of this school," said Bennke, "is not to impart to our studentsa
mass of useful information-:--that is only a sechndary aim, The principal aim -is to .,
impart to them a spiritual view of life, so that they may see there is some sense &Nu&
existence." The last words were scaccely out -of the speaker's mouth when I heard
an involuntary chuckle horn the nehthbor at my right, telling me that the phrase lad
gone home. The seed had fallen into good gnomd; for, suipe three years,after, the
gentleman in questionMr. Tom Bryanhad become the head of the first People's
High School in Eiigland that could fairly be said to resemble the Danish original.'

The school here referred% ib Fircroft, previously mentioned:'
would be unfair to say that it is, root andbranch, a_transplantation

tfloarnton.. thatott, sae TIM rootlet likb "rod to England, p.
, -

4°'
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English stock comes much nearer being the truth, for it is really a
continuation of the so-called Quaker Adult School whichused to meet

' at Dohniville of a Sunday morning for a serious study of the history
and literature of the Bible. With such preparation it was not difficult
for the folk high school to striae root.

A little booklet, issued by the school, hils this to soy about, the
genesis of the school:

Tht., founding of Fircroft C:,llege in January, 1909, was the outcome of serious thou-lit
on the part of a few pt os)e keenly interested in the education of working men.

A study of existing educational facilities impressed them with the disabilities under
which the workers labored, and the strong necessity of attempting to lessen these
disabilities if, in case of the workers, education was to yield its best results.

It was felt among other things that the invaluable work of the adult tichools, the
Workers' Educational Association and kindred institutions needed supplementing in
a particular way; that larger opportunities of systematic study should be brought
within the reach of those puratking it; and that, beyond all, there should be added to
systematic study a common life and fellowship through which might be nurtured a
clearer discernment of the things of abiding value.

The desirable thing, indeed, was a modest workingmen's college, which should be
adaptable t, varying standards of educational attainment on the part of its members,
but the chief end of which should be to mold and fashion men, and teach them the
greatest theme of allthe art of right living.

Education, it was felt, was not an exhaustive pursuit of facts, nor a desultory
acquaintance with them, but tt broadening of thelwhole life, and the success di Fircroft
mould be measured by the extent ()kits achievement in this direction.

Fircroft has, for the past four years, worked along these lines with
the greatest success. Laborers, clerks, teachers-, gardeners, farmers,
colligni, mechanics, and shop assistants from various parts of the
United 'Kingdom have spent some time at Fircroft and are witnesses
to the broader outlook made possible by their stay.

The school is situated near the village green at Bournville, and is
set in 34 acres of beautiful old garden. The accommodations are
limited' to a family of 20 only. Theschool is equipped. with library,
'lecture hall, common room, gymnasium, dressing rooms with shower
baths, and a workshop. The garden offers opportunity for practical,
gardening in charge of an expert-, gardener; for open-air study!--of
which there is much at:Fircroft; and for recreation.

Methods di' instruction and subject matter follow closely tho
Danish schools. The subjects include Bible study, political and
social history, elsonomics and industrial history, English literature,
naturaVscience, local government, and social 'questions of the day.
An interesting feature is the Monday evening lecture course on social
questions of the' day, given by eminent specialists.' Another recent
innovation is a correspOndence course which Can reach mitny who

.Anditimpossible to be in resilience:
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he daily program follows:

Autunty. term, Sept. 24-Dec. 17, 191.1.

77

Time. I

--,----
Monday

9.15 to 10.45. 11 to 11.50.
.

12 to 12.50 p. m. 8 to 9 p. m.

Lecture Logic and gram-
mar.

Gardening (2 to 4 p. m.)
N a t it r e
study, retn-
hle.

Special lecture
as announced,

Tuesday E n g 1 i s h Ian-
place.

The growth' of,
human society.,

Essay and crib-
Cam class.

(3.30 to 4.30
p.m .t Gym-
nasium.

Wednesday Elementary
economies.

Naturesiody. Shakespeare
rending. /

English history,

Thursday Elementary
biology.

Bible study Essay and crIti.
clout class.

Gymnasium.. Co m me re Psi
geography.

Friday History of Eng-
Itch literature.

The history of
landscape.

Gardening Gardening.... Cozy hour.

Saturday 1 it d it s t r i a I
history.

Reading class. Arithmetic Bible study.

A

It is nacre:A.111g to have the opinion of the English piess and the ,
verdict of the resident students at Fircroit on the value of such an
institution. We may first quote from the report of a special repre-
sentative of a prominent London paper' who made a careful study
of the school. He says in part:

I found the authentic stamp of the lltijskole on Fircroft. Here are. workers
there a clerk, a mechanic, or a shop assistant; there a gardener, a laborer, or a miner
withdrawn,, for a time only, from the daily round, to learn what they may make, if
they will, not only of their minds and souls, but of their bodies; for .physioal exer-.
cities, the only compulsory thing at the rural high schools in Denmark, are given a'
pnunitient place at Fircroft. The three dozen menin their early twenties, chiefly---:
cultivate the humanities in an old house sequestered in 3 acres of garden, and their
way of life tip simple and frugal. As to study, there is the freedom of choice that
characterizes the.11ojskole system. There ,is also the same intention not to make ,
of 'education a thing pumped into people. From the activities and opportunities of
Fircroft there results, it is found, not an exhausting pursuit of facts, nor a desultory
acquaintance with then!, but a broadening of the whole life. It is certain that3nany
who have been introduced for the first time at Fircroft to a wider world of theiight and
knowledge are now, when back at their occupations, keener -eyed and playinga more
serviceable part in the world. The students, says the-warden, are "drawn into a new
atmosphere of study and reflection, affecting the whole of their subsequent life."

The report of the inspectors of the biard of education pays a tribute, to the high
quality Of instruction given,' Butthe individual attention Which the students receive
is oven more important than the clam instruction. The werden, 'speakittg on the
subject of cultivating a taste for literature, nye book must be
found for.each man which wilLmake the most direct appeal to his imagination. In
the case of a man who has had a religious training, the thing that'appeals to him motet -
readily is poetry, like Lowell's Vision of Sir Launfal: The influence of this upon the
mind of a young farmer was magnetic. In the case of a farm laborer,, book after book
`was suggested, apparently without any effect; the awakening came in reading Adam
Bede. Inlhe cue of a Mechanic, Kingsley Struck the tote which founda respons)."

1.Dsay Ytlmloj Lead*, Oot. 20,1911.
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At the anneal reunion of old Fircrofters held May 25, 1912, six
Sf the one-time students, All Stephens, Cecil Leeson, Bob Pounder,
yd Davis, Tom Handforth, and Frank Ferguson, gave five-minute

speeches on "The value of Fircroft, my personal experience," w'Elch
bring out some very illuminating phases of this and similar schools.
These4 statements are contained in the July issue of The Old Fir-
crofter, the students' periodical:

Frank Ferguson said there were many ways in which Fircroft had benefited him.
He came, having read a little and thought a little; but Fircroft filled in tire gaps. He

(previously had a fair grounding in industrial history, but at Fircroft he got many
details he couldn't have got elsewhere. Then, again, at Fircroft he 'had his mind
ministered to on more than one side; he had heard something of literature, and Bible
matte:a, and science; and as a result he was now better equipped for serving the
community. But that wasn't all. Fircroft also gave him food for hiis soul. I tddid
something to temper his disposition; it gave him nev points of view; and mixing
with other fellows, he was educated in human nature as well as in books. 1t was
one of the great pleasures of hi&life to look back on the two terms he anent at Fir&roft.

Hob Pounder said that at Fircroft he got hold of the idea that the wealth of the nation
did not depend on pounds; shillings, pence, but on healthy., weli-educated 'indi-
viduals. He found that religion did not consist of facts and creeds, but of feeling
and *thought, and action. Put there was something that one .couldn't understand
unless one spent a term at Fircroft. One got bound up with a lot of fellows.

Tom Handforth said that before he came to Fircroft he iva4 a rebel; he was a rebel
still, but a different kind of rebel. From his early days he had thought it was wrong
for so few people to have so much, while so many had so little.. Ile even joined a
socialist party, but hadn't the faintest 'idea what socialism was, or Which way he
was going. At Fircroft he found the very, thing he wanted. He learned something
oT the past history of the nation and of othei.ittions, and got some inkling of the way
in which it would have to develop. lie thclitight he was now a wee bit more of a
dangerous rebel, for ho knew where he was going. Fircroft showed him there was a
purpose in life, and it was each mairsaduty to carry the work forward. .

Alf Stephens thought Fircroft had tiiught .him spite valuable truths. Be had. got
the idea of rqsponsibility, whether in connection with politics, religion, or education.
Be had come to desire the genuine in everything, and to do away with shams. Be
had learned the oneness of things, and that shed a great light on The difficulties of

° today. In study, Fircroft put him on the track of things. His Stay at FirCroft was
the awakening of his mind.

Answering a series of questions which had been suggested by Prof. ltfuirhead, Cecil
Leeson said:

(1) That he did not think that-any but an infinitesimal proportion of Fircroft
applicants were led to seek admission simply in order to attain positions conventionally'
regarded as higher than those 'held by workingmen. At the same time, considering
the responsibilities which rested on .Workingmen in connection with trade unions,:
etc., it seemed td him that where there was found in a crofter any talent worth culti-
vating, one courd not' fford to waste -it.

(2) In answer to the question whether the Fircroft training liqd been of material .
advantase ineis own case, Ite said that since his reeidbnco his vragokhad increased
about ositthird ani his wogies aboufone hUndredfold.: Vireroft was quite at liberty
to take creditior tre one; profidetft ahouldesed responsibility for the-other.

(8) He did Kof want tb see any definite preparation for residenee in Fircroft except
that which should develop an interested state 9fraind; .

1
..s z.*
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(4) Asketivhat he ,Would have done differently if he had his time at Fircroft over

again, he said, first, that he now realized that, in the lecture,11.6 student should work
at least,as hard as the lecture^nd, secondly, that he would try to be courageous '
enough to de without a notebook at lectures.

(5) He did not think that attendance at university classes by Fircroft students was
advisable. Fircroft was too small to be divided, and if it was to keep its distinctive
atmospltereit could not afford to find room fotexternal students.

(G) Answering the question, "What do you value most as the result of your residence
atTircroft?" he emphasized three points. First, he had learned the value of books in
giving information; secondly, the greater value of bookii in giving rise, in the readers
to thoughts which in a very real way were original; and, thirdly, he had attainedtself-
ndiance.

in answer to the same series of questions, Syd Davis agreed in most points with Cecil
Leeson. But he thought that it wouW be a great ac}- vantage to a:prospective Fircroftd'r
to have had a preliminary training in the rudimentrof English grammar and to have
taken a course ift the correspondence classes,

England has made a beginning. -13pt "whether such a school can-,
become as widely popular here as it is in Denmark," Prof. Thornton
remarks, "remains to-be seen.''. He -furthersayS:

-41PIf Lancashire and Yorkshire had 50 such schools dattttdabout their country spots,
and other counties had.them in the same proportion, we should still have fewer for
our popillation' than they have in Denmark. But they would lie enough to uplift not
a man here and there, as already happeng,Ihnt t.leaven the whole lump. For Eng-
lishmen are'of the game race as Danes, Norsemen, and, Swedes; and what has happened
on the enitt of the North Sea may j tytt as well happen on the west. There is no Sunday
school, no council school, no town or parish council, no cooperative undertaking, no
religious community that would not have receivodaatt upward. impulse. The effect
'4,;6u1(1 be seen in all our industrial, political, and religious' life.'

IX.DANLSI-I-AMRICAN FOLK HIGH SCHOOLS IN THE
UNITED STATES.,

Ecirly history of the transplantation, Danish immigration to the
United, States ass of little consequence nunientoky before the close
of the Civil War. The period 180-1870 m0111E110 beginning of a
rising tide; 10,009 Danes landed in.the United States during the five
years. Nekrly--36,000 came during 18.7p-1880, and this numbef-
inereasate 76,00(f the next decade. After this, agricultural condi-
tions became very 'much improved in the Danish Islands, and the

. emigrants came in.decreaSing numbers, until now the annual influa
,is considerablyieSs than it WAS in the early seventies.

Many 'Of. these. newcomers, scattering over the cottntry and par-.
ticularly over thO Middle West, were old folk high-school 'students
who found it hard to forgot the teachings of their early school days.
They instinctively sought the open country, and made their piontei-
settlements from Michigan and Iowa westwad to the Pacific, Every

st Pinvott. The Pint People's High Merl to Ragland, p. 4.
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settlement litid its ch
generally_a high-s
lead into

in

and its resident pastor, who was also
man. The pastors have generally taken the

g the schools within the settlement's.
ember, 1874, Olav Kirkeberg, a Norviegian in the

vice of the Danish-American Church, and resident pastor at Elk
Horn, Iowa, an inland settlement many miles from railroad, opened
the first Danish-American folk high school in the United States.
Kirkeberg was a student of the great Norwegian folk schoolman,
Christoffer Bruun, and his assistant at Elk horn wits Kristian Oster-
gaard, an old Askov student.

Another school was founded at Ashland, Mich., in 1882 by the
Ryslinge,student, Rev. H. J. Pederson. Unfortunately, this school
lay too far eastward to attract Danish-Americans in sufficient num-
bers to. pay expenses. Several able schoolman, including Prof.
Christian Bay, a well-known writer on the folk high schools, have
tried to reorgnize% the school, but in vain. Re,cently another effort
has been made to revive it.

Another school which later suspended activity Nrlas opened at West
Denmark, Wis., in .1884/, by Rev. K. L. Norgaard, also an Askov

wstudent. Schools were further established at Blair, Nebr. (Dana.
College), and Dos Meiners, Iowa (Grand View College), which still
retain considerable of the folk high school spirit,, method, and subject

. matter, but whose chief work now is to prepare pastors for the two
..branches of the. Danish Lutheran Church in the United States to
which they belong. These may eherefore be passed by in the present
dicussion.

This leaves just three typical Danish-American folk high schoors,
for our consideration: Elk Ilorn Folk High School, Elk Horn, Iowa;
Nyffted Folk High School, Nysted, Nebr.; and Danpebod Folk High

/ School, Tyler, Minn.
Elk Horn Polk High School.-This and all the other schools of its

kind in the United States have been founded Hither immediately by
some body within the Danish Lutheran Church or by an association
of members belonging to 'the church. The Elk Horn schcAl was at
first the property of the congregation. The campus comprised three
acres, upon which was erected an unpretentious main building costing
about $3,000. This has twice ..been destroyed by fire and each time
rebuilt larger and better. There is. also a dormitory for young
women,,a gymnasium, and a home for thoiirincipal.

The school, when it was first opened, lay far out on the fovea rolling
prairies, 64 the -settlers were much scattered. But the Danish
farmers of Shelby and Audubon Countieftupported it loyally, giving
freely of their small means and doing such work with their own hands
and teams as might be required of them. All coal and 'wilding
materials, for example, had to be hauled over hilly toads from railway
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stations 12 to 20 miles away. All this work was .cheerfully donated
by the settlers. Even the students, who in, Elk Horn's most palmy
days used to come from 20. or m* Statei, had to bo transported
laboriously by wagon, "These experiences," says A: P. JuhI, the
present principal of the school, "were not of the most pleasant when
the students: in order to ease the load for the horses, were obliged to
get out and trudge through the mud up the hills, to say nothing of the
hitter winds they often were obliged to face.:' Nothing short of the
folk high school spirit could"have suffercid such hardships without
complaint.

Tho.work at Elk Horn in the early day was in every respect similar
to the work of the Dullish schools. Many lectures and very little
textbook work was the plan. The lectures, especially from 11 to 12
noon and 7 to 8 at night, were well attended by the farmers of the
vicinity, who would drive miles to be present. a

Rev. Kirkeborg was succeeded .by Rev. H. J. Pedersen, who later
founded the Ashland school. In 1882 he was in turn superseded by
Rev. Kristian Anker, a distant relativ; of the great sschoolman;
Herman Anker, of "Sagatun," Norway. Under Anker's adminis-
tration, from 1882-1897, the school did its best work. Students
CUM° annually from -nearly half the States in tho Union, reaching
close up to the 200 mark. Anker owned the school privately, and
under this management it propsered the bast. Then came church
differences and other disagreements. The school was sold to one of
tiro discordant church bodies, and after that time has not been so
prosperous.

Down through the 'year3 considerable claSswork has been addedn
academie subjects. The lectures have been reduced in numbers in
the same prdportion-. The school has done some work in preparing
teachers for the rural schools and even for commercial activities.
Unfortunately, it has not seen its way 'clear to be of any material
assistance in tying the agniculibrists to the soil in the way the modified
Danish schools do in .the mother country.

Nysted Folk Iligh Sehool.ThiS interesting little school was founded
in the fall of 1887 by Rev. C. J. Skovgaard, who also belonged to the
large group of Askov students doing pioneer work in the Middle West..
The school is located near the small village of Nysted, in Howard
County, Nebr. The school was opened in an empty a, re building
with a leaky roof. The first year was marked by many hardships;
but when, on occasion,,itgot too cold in the house, "the students
Would go through their gymnastic exedures and later forget their
troliblee in song and interesting lectures." 'The second year a school
was npined with a 'capacity for\ 264 stadente,, but the founder had
difficulties in making ends meet financially, as he was obliged to pay
2 cent interest on a small loan for the building.
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A corporation was established and given the name. "Nystod
HOjskolesamfund," which purchased DM now supports the school.
This body consists of about 300 stockholders, and is independent of
any church organization. A suitable building, with dormitory capac-
ity for 50 students, was soon after erected on an attractive campus
of 10 acres. .

Says Principal Aage Moller:
The school has replaced the undesirable dancing and drinking of former days with

a serious spiritual life. The whole country aide, including teachers and students,
foim a harmonious brotherhood of kindred interests.

Continues Mr. Mailer:
. Our school is reared on exactly the same principles as are the folk high schools in
Denmark. But the. United States is now our country. This mint he kept well in
mind. We tee planting the school in American soil, and we feel that success Shall Ai
the end be ours.

At preseni, 80 to 9Q students 'aro enrolled in the course of a yeai.;,
young men during the months December March, and yiiting women
during AprilJuly. An interesting short ,course of eight days is
.given in March for old and young people. The hock is highly inspira-
tional. It includes lectures on church history; Bible study, social
and economic problems, debates, and song.

Danebod Folk High School. Thei1e ib a large degree of similarity
in the history of the Danish-AMerican folk high schools. They all
began as pioneer institutions in new prairie settlements, and have
all seen hard times, always hampered in their possibilities by lack of
funds. They have every one had among their leaders and teachers
many who were ready to suffer surprisiv hardships for the sake of
the cause of education. 'Perhaps none of thetchools has had a more
varied career than Danebod, near Tyler, Mimi:, and yet survived,
and wits a fair promise of greater usefulness in the years to come.

Danebod was organizefl in 1888 by Rev. H. J. Pedersen,. who has
been mentioned above in connection with other schools. A heroic
struggle now began, which has. been continued for a little.more,than
a quarter of a century. In the early years the settlers were desperately
poor and could do but little. After the school had been in operation
for a few months teachers and student began to feel the 'need of an
asseroliily hall and gytnnitsiuin. Lumber was .expensive *out great
boulders glacial driftwere abundant. Many hundred loads of
Untie were now drtigged together, and slowly hewn into shape for the

-"Stone House." This little structure was used for several years as
church, auditorium, and gymnasium. "It wasnat attractive," says
an old studettst, "but it was here that many of us' uit learned to
know ourselves, and that to us sheds an everlasting halo, around it."

Danebod gradually 'grew fromrits humble beginnings.. A church
was built; the original school building was. greatly enlarged, then a
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gymnasium and, finally, a Small hospital -Vero added. By 1912;
during the administration of Rev. Thorvald Knudsen, the attendance
had reached 109. The new principal, Rev. Halvdau Helweg, has
just celebrated the quarter-centennial of Danebod -amidst promises .

of a most prosperous future:
Hindrances to satisfactory growth of the Danish-American schools.
is undeniable that the Danish-American folk high schools have

not succeeded as well as their friends had hoped; yet if they should
all suddenly stop work no one who understands what, theyhave dope
would have the temerity to say that their existence has been in vain,

--or that the results from their labor have not beeit worth the sacrifice
of the heroic souls who gave both time and Means to the cause. The
schools have done a work of inestimable value among Danish-
Americans, and one can oidy wish that the future may shape itself
in such t Nay that the work of the schools for-the cominif, years may
be greatly enlarged.

It is in ,place here to point out the main reasons why the schools
haveStieceeded no better than they have; so that this may not be
taken as a valid reason why other schools of the folk high-school
type in the United States should not be ableyto proeper.

Perhaps no one difficulty that Danish-American leaders have suf-
fered under is greater and more insuperable than the 'scattered con-_,
(Edon of the people from whom. students must be drawn. Thera
:..re scarcely half a million Danes in the United States, counting the
first native -burn generation, and these are scattered from ocean to
ocean. Even under these conditions the folk high-school spirit.'has
been strong enough to draw studentsifor many hundred miles, so that
even the humblest school can boast students from half a dozen States.
At Elkhorn 5g students of the winter session 1896-97, as an experi-
ment, averaged up their traveling expensesHgoing to and from the
school, and their expenses whiletal the school=and found that it had
cost. l5 per cent more to reach the school. than, to spend _the term
there. This seems cause enough to force the closing of almost any
ordinary kind of school.

'Again, there has beeiyi lack of financial. hacking. The menwho
, led in the work have themselves been pooh. men. It till be roe.alled.

that the Danish schools could scarcely make' any headway before, the
State came to their, aid with subsidies. The growth of, the khbols
has beetrorippled in Norway for tho same reason. It is quitdccortain
that had substantial aid been-oxtended to these schools in the United
States, they mjght have succeeded quite as well as they have done
in Demniik.

. .

It would. be hard to deny, too, that some of_the high-school leaders,
who have had all their training 'from Doania44. found it ditliettlt- to

-aigifitst themselves to the.4ew conditions. jn.:40.43 of their natural
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broadmindedness, and contrary to Grundtvig's philosophy, which is
all embracing, they tended to give too much energy to reproducing
Danish conditions and life. On the other hand, it is but fair tostate
that the schools have served as a check upon the over-hasty immi-
grant, making of him,a saner, truer Danish-American for being first
well grounded in the best that the schools have had to offer.

A last cause for indifferent success is, no doubt, that the schools
have been unable to adapt their activities, in any large measure, to
American conditions. This may be also explained by !ack of funds.
If, for example, the three Danish-American folk high school.- that
are now active should reorganize their school plants on such a basis
as to combine the pure folk culture with the practical courses offered,
say, at Haslev or VallAilde, Lnd more Nrticularly with the long and
short courses of such schools as Kterehave or Fyn Stift's School at

.00 Odense, they would unquestionably be enabled to acconriplish a much
more vital work for Danish-Americans than they are now doing. In
other words, it ought to be possible to combine in the Danish-
American folk high schools of the' future Grundtvig's plitilosophy
with the practical work of the other Danish schools which :ire so
successful in meeting the needs of an agricultural people.

'X.FEASIBILITY OF ADAPTING THE FOLK HIGH SCHOOLS
TO AMERICAN CONDITIONS.

General statemont.The discussion of adapting the folk high schools
to American conditions has been left to the last. It seems scarcely
necessary to raise the question as to whether such an adaptation is
possible after telling the Danish story in detail above, or whether it
is desirable to make use of the inspiring folk-school culture as a
leavening influence in American communities'. The only questions
asked ought to be, where shOuld, the beginnings be made; and* how
should they be made?

That there is both a place and a neet1 must l) evident, to people of
ordinary discernment. The great national industrial transition going
on round about us is forcing upon the country' a partial reorganiza-
tion of the educational system. Fifty years ago the American _people
were essentially agricultural. Now it has become half rural and halt
urban, half agricultural and half industrial. The cities are growing
apaceoften at the expense of rur communities --and thither are
flocking also .tundreds of thous= of unassimilated aliens.

It is self-evident that an educa nal process which can.,reach clear
down to the roots 2f things, s ngthenink character, and teaching
rights of fellowmait loya o the State, and fear of God, even
while it supplies the youth: and old men, without distinction; with
praetioaLtraining for breadwinning, may be made of inestimable value
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in hurrying the Americanization of the alien. Such is the Danish
system. But the school, after all, adapts itself most readily to
country needs and conditions: And in, American rural life there
seems if anything greater urgency for educational reorganization
than in city life. .

The agricultural rcorganization.The movement away from the
land, either to the cities or to newer, unexhausted soil, has retarded
and stunted the agricultural development of whole sections in our
country. In places, this retardation has culminated in the decay of
agriculture itself and the people who live on the soil. There is a
surprising amount of degeneracy in many one-time prosperous rural
communities which have become drained of their best blood. Other
sections, lying far from the highways of civilization, have bedome
lost to progress; not because of diSintegration of population purlieu-

. larly, but because of the' deadening effects due to isolation from
fellow men. .

The future of our agricultural life must be closely bound up with
education. The pioneer period of the nation lies Inlind us; and even
the time of household economy in American life is past. Instead,
we are in the midst of a period of exploitation. Even before rural
districts had felt the call of the cities and the beckoning of the West,
land exploitation apd land speculation were well under way. One of '
our greatest national weaknesses is this disregard for the Got-given
soil, and the carelessness with which we plunder it. The soil should
be holy; but the schools, at least, have been unable to inculcate this
doctrine. The very worst phase of our present agricultural transition,
perhaps, is tenant farming. American landowners are moving to
town, drawn thither by its educational, religious, and social attrac-
tions. The farms are left in the hands of tenants who generally
"skin" the soil to death in their efforts to meet the increasingly high
rents. This suicidal system is gradually destroying odr greatest
natural resourcethe soil. What have the rural schools been doing
to check this national evil I

The old rural schools 'unable to cope with the situation. Tho small
One-teacher schools'which answered well the needs of rural life among
the pioneers and the household economy typo of farmers, can no
longer keep up with the procession of change and reorganization in
agricultural life, and must be abandimed for a new typo of school'
organized to meet the needs 'of our new agriculture, that of the
husbandman type. 0

It is true that in some sections these small schools must persist for
as. indefinite time, chiefly on account of geographical difficulties.

Mere the most will have to be made of, a bad situation by proxiding
good, well-trained and well-paid teachers, and who, withal, must
have the right vision of the new agricultural life.
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Coming of the centralized farmers' schools.A great movement is
,now beginning to spread across the continent, which contemplates
the consolidation of the many weakling schools in a few, centrally
located, graded farmers' schools. The best organized of the consoli-
dated schools offer eight grades of elementary work had from two to
four years of high-school work.

The new schools should do for the community what the old have
been incapable of doing; namely, train the boys to become scientific
farmers and the girls practical farmers' helpmeets. Such training

bo made to inculc-ate a wholesome love of country life, and may
be expected to counteract 'the townward exodus. .11Ipreover, from
these schools must come many impulses to organize the coucury
people on a more Permanent social and economic basis. ;-

How the reorganized schools may profit by the Danish system. Tiro
first lesson taught by a study of the Danish system is that rural
schools must be reared in the midst of the rural community and
nowhere else. By this is meant the open country, or the rural village,
preferably tlie.former. The whole system of Danish rural schools
elementary school, folk high.school, agricultural school, and school
of household economicsis found in a rural environment. The
founders of these schools are too wise to tempt the pupils' suscepta.
bilities for city life by rearing the schools in the organized urban
centers.

There are in the United States /at .this time sevens! thousand
:consolidated schools, many of them built in the midst ()Weal rural
surroundingsas real farm schools. In too many instances, unfortu-
ciately, consolidation has been brought about by disorwizing
independent districts adjacent to some village or larger town, adding
the taxable farm area to this and sending the children to the town
school. It should be understood that this,is not invariably a wrong
way to solve the problem. If the village is rural-minded and clean,
neatly as good results may be looked for; but ordinarily the -town
school is organized solely for the town children, and the farm boys
and girl are not likely to come under satisfactory influences, since
the_ agricultural atmosphere will be w
one or two States where consolida
country, the organizers have bee
a fully organized town co
school, striving to graft t
procedure must fail w
brought'the reorga
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least made country people the peers of their 'city brethren. They
have become leaders in affairs -in production, in distribution, in
politics, and chiefly because they have learned to- think for them-
selves and to act independently of the industrial classes. As mu
can not be said of our farmers as a body. The schools have been
small help in this respect. Now that the new agricultural schools
are coining to the nation we shouni be clear on several points:

First, there is great danger of going to the extreme in the imme-
diately practical and technical. The work of the schools is in danger
Of focusing too much on making two blades of grass grow where one
grew before, on teaching girls to cook and keep house according to
sanitary regulations, and the like. These things are all necessary
and must be taught in the schools, but they are utterly insufficient
to make us a really great ag,ticultural nation. It was not the local
'agricultural schools and household economics schools that primarily
made Denmark a great scientific agricultural nation. If the worldly
practical is separated from a broadening culture, the life horizon of
the pupil...is prone to become narrowed down to what is immediately
present only, resulting in shrewd, calculating seeking for personal
gain instead of a far-reaching altniism.

Second, our final conqUest of the soil can scarcely come before a
more genuine folk culture permeates our rural communities at large.

. This would teach a greater love of the soiland the naturalist farmer
is the greatest kind of a farmer; it would help us to measure the good.
in life by spiritual standards and not by gran-made rules. It would
help us to rise above the limitations of locality and State, and teach
an understanding of the national and even universal in existence.

Therefore, men and women, trained in schools where this inspira-
tion abides, themselves imbued with the spirit of altruism, wise as to
the purpose in life, inspired and inspiring; only such as these should
be given charge of the new farm schZls.

In,gpiratimuil lectures and extension courses.--Tho writer believes
that there should be at least one inspirational lecture by teac4rs
and others daily in all the consolidated rural schools. -There is need
of real thought food for the daily appetite of adolescent boys and.
girls. To argue that,there is no time for these things in the schools
would be much the same as to say that we have not time to live Our-
lives. I teacheri are incapable of giving heart-to-heart talks
intended to make the pupils pause Old seriously seek the purpose
of life, it is quite sure that they are out of place in the schoolroom.

The' Danish folk high schools fire centers, from which all kinds of
extension work springs. To begin with, grown2up people of the
community take advantage of the noonday and evening lectUres

*RI the regular lecture halls; and in summer they attend numerous
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meetings in the groves near by the schools. Final ly,, the high-school
leaders organize lecture courses in the assembly halls, far and wide,
over the country. Some such work is being done in our country
now, but it is only a meagqr beginning. Every consolidated and
other farm school must become the social and intellectual center of
the community. Stated lecture courses both inspirational and
practicalshould be offered the grown people of the school
community.

Short cotarses for all who need help.Nothing in the plans of the
folk high schools and their auxiliaries appealed to the investigator
more strongly than did the continuous short courses. At the small-
hold schools, for example, new courses begin each first and third
Tuesdays of the month and continue 11 or 12 months in the year.
The time spent in school is short, but it is long enough to give an
abundant store of inspiration and much practical knowledge.

Annual short courses are now a part of the established work of
most of our agricultural colleges, and oven the local village and
country schools in a few States have begun to offer this work. But
t116 work has not yet been carried so far that people beyond school
ate, as ordinarily understood, feel that the school is intended as
fully for them as for the children. It will be a great day in the life
of American country communities when the schools shall see their
way clear to labor continuously for the whole community--to seek

,r to solve the life problems for all the people, whethei young or old.
The preceding paragraphs have merely suggested the application

of Danish folk school spirit and matter to the new farm schools that-
are gradually superseding the Odor smaller schools. The remainder
of the section is devoted to the possible establishment of the school
as a wholein a modified form-in certain sections of the country.

Why there is need of schools for grown-ups in the. nited States.
Whon the Federal Census for the year 1910 was t en, there were
in the United States 5,516,163 persons 10 years of ag and over who
could neither read nor write, including 2,273,608 who were 21 years
of age and over. "Of these illiterates, 3,184,633, or 58 per cent,
were white persons;* 1,534,272, or 28 per cent, were native-born
whites; and 1,650,361, or 30 per cent were foreign-born whites;
2,227,731, or 40 per contovere negroes. The rest, 2 per cent, were
Indiana Chinese, Japanese, and others."

ifforWthan two-thirds of all the illiterates come from rural coinmunities.
These illiterates are not now limited to race or section

of country. The colored illiteracy of the South is almost balanced
by the ignorant aliens of the North; and the illiteracy among the

18a Illiteracy to the United Maim and An Experiment (err Its Elimination. U.S. Bureau of Education
BulletladeLl, No. 20.
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remote parts of the southern mountain plateau is scarcely greater
than the illiteracy in rural life in the northern Appalachians.

All this illiteracy is found very largely among persons above 20
years of agemen and women who can not be expected to get their
education from the ordinary school. The Nation has its choice
between lotting this generation of illiterates continue to live and-
die in their ignorance at a fearful cost to national life, of it ma
organize schools especially adapted. to their needs, in which they
may get the rudiments of learning, and in addition to this, some
inspiration to do better, some insight into the highest good in life,
something to lift them out of the deadening materialism and indiffer-
ence for country and their fellow men.

The South Atlantic Highland ia good place to begin.The most
natural section-of the United States in which to begin the organiza-
tion of schools tor grown-ups, modeled after the Danish schooLs, is
the great broken upland region tIcat usually goes by the Hanle of the
South Atlantic Highland.'

This comprises a total area of 108,164 square miles, with a popula-
tion of 5,085,736. One whole State and parts of seven others have
been carved out of the South Atlantic Highland, which really embraces
the three well-marked geographical areas known as the Alleghany-
Cumberland plateau belt, the greater Apidachian valley and
the Appalachian Mountain belt, or, as it is also called, the Blue Ridge
belt. It includes the whole of West Virginia, 42 counties id western
Virginia, 23 in western North Carolina, and 4 in western South Caro
lina, 25 in nbrthern Georgia, 17 in northeastern Alabama, 45 in
eastern Tennessee, and 36 in eastern Kentucky.

While large areas within this highland are lie more backward
educationally than the rent of the country, all are included here for
convenience of statement. Adult illiteracy in these mountain regions
is surprisingly large, and duty demands that educators.face the facts
as they really are in order that relief may come. The Federal Census
for 1910 gives the illiteracy per thousand in the total population It)
yeti's of ago and over in these States as follows: West Virginia, 83;
Kentucky, 121; Tennessee, 136; Virginia, 152 ;--North Carolina, 185;
Georgia, 207; Alabama, 229. The, fiTres for adult males 21 years
of age and over are even more startling. For the same States they
are: West Virginia, 10A for each thousand in the total population.
Kentucky, 145; Teime,ssee, 157; Virginia, 177; North Carolina, 213;
Georgia, 228; Alabama, 243; and South Carolina, 271. These.figures
are for the entire State and would in some cases be increased if applied
tai the highland area only, while in others, on account o$ the large hiw-

.

For the map anti data as to area an population of the South Atlantic 'Highland, the writer is Indebted
to John C. Campbell, Secretary Southern Highland Division, Russell Sage Foundation.
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land negro population, they would be somewhat diminished. The
figures are, however, suffiNently correct to emphasize the urgency of
the need:

Palls"C:41.* '1151111fa"wAVrrtgess

Allegheny-CumbgHand Plateau Belt.
Greater Appalachian Valley Belt.

Ean Appalachian Mountain Belt.

THE SOUTH ATLANTIC HIGHLAND. .1

'The most naturalsection of the United States for schools mdialed after thf; Danish folk high
'schools."

piThe ``moo tight" schools of Kentucky, an experi 41 ent in the eliniina-
tion of adu t iaiteracy .-4.ttonapts have been made from time to time
by church organizations and individuals to reach the illiteiate adults

e



7f the southern highlands. Some of these attempts have been moreor less abortive, while ,other have proved a great blessing to limited44.communities. A most notable illustration of whatocan be done--showing also the startling need of what must be doneis the workof Mrs. Cora Wilson Stewart and her associates, in the so-called"moonlight" or night schools for illiterates, which were begun inRowan County, Ky., in the fall of 1911.
Mrs. Stewart made a careful study of local' conditions anddecided the most feasible plan to be to open night schools on moon-ligh evenings in the p1 blic schoolho.uses Over the county. Theregular teachers all responded to the call and made their preparationsand issued their invitations. We read:
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It was expected that the response w4)uld be slow, but more than 1.200 men andwornen fr 1S to SG year of age were cur( 'lied the first evening. They tame tro( pingover the hills and out. of the holksys, some to add to the meager education receivedin the inadequate schools of their childhood, some to receive their first lessons inreadiit and writ ing. Among them were not aloneilliterate farmers and their illiteratowives. sons. and damlifers. but also illiterate merchants or storekeepers, illiterateministers. and illiterate lumbermen. MotheN, bent with age, came that they mightlearn to read letters from absent sons and daughters. and tbat they might learn fori1 tint time to write to them.'

This remarkable experiment grew rapidly in populatity. In 1912the enrollment of adults in Rowan County reached nearly 1,600 andthe movement had meanwhile sprewl to-) eight or ten Other counties.
Of the 1,600 mentioned above, "300 o:ntered the school utterly unableto read and write ait'all, 300 were from those who had learned inSeptember, 1911, and 1,0004A-ere men and women of meager educa-tion."

The work of such schooLs as these must naturally be limited to themerest rudiments of education. To learn to read and write, to spell
figiire, with brief drills in the essentials of hinguage, history,

geography, civics, sanitation, and agriculture ----this is the most thatcan be expected. But the mountain districts crave vastly more than,.
Fowling, writing, and arithmetic. The fatalism-of retardation engen-t&red by centuries of isolation, poverty, and civil war has placed
a peculiar stamp won the civilization therj which mere academic
schools will find it difficult to remove, at least in the present generation.

The inspiring work of the, folk high school, it would seem, shouldbe able to reach these peqle more fully mid place them in their
rightful place in the nation more quickly than might other schools:The folk school wcitd. cause ,`the breaking through of slumbeiingsouls" and remove prejudicati and give a national outlook, both ofwhich are needed in the mountains. .

I See Illiteracy In the United States, p. 28.
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How the schools might 'be organizedThe schools must be able to
inspire to an early coordination gf head, heart, and hand. Real
inspirers must be found' to take charge of the schools. These should
offer a liberal number of lectu?es on historical, social- economic, and
local. themes in connection with the practical work in the rudiments
of learning.

The-schools should receive all who are notnow looked af ter. by the
public schools. Jn sonic communities the schools would include
even the public-school children. Thcre-should be courses for those
who are entirely illiterate as well as for those who have had some
schooling. The schools must, in fact, be ready to meet the profilenis
of all the peoplewithoia regard to age or preparation. The poor hill-
side farms have their problemsthese must be looked after. The
mountains need their own artisan class to rebuild the homes and
reestablish the'household arts of the olden time on. a modern footing.
There should be long courses for the youth and continuous short
courses for their parents and grandparents. There should be day
lectures open to the whole countryside, and extension lectures should
be carried into the remotest coves. Thu schools for small holders in
Denmark had conditions almost as difficult to meet. What they did
Americans will not refuse to do.

The schools night or might not be State founded and State aided.
The most natural way to begin, and the most likely to succeed, would
be for some philanthropic foundation to furnish the funds for the
establishment of the schools at a few points of natural vantage as a
beginning. The work might be directed to some extent by the
National Government and be in time subsidized by National and
State aid. The Beads of the schools should have much the blame
freedom as in the Danish schools.. 9 a beginning, tuition and-lodg-
ing should be entirely free and sch hips might include all expenses
in return for work done on the school premises.

Selma& in which to train the "inspirers."But who shall the teach-
ers be um ,thesc; schools ? Whence shall conic the inspirers able to
understand the reeds of their people and willing to undertake the
.workl Much the same' questions are being asked throughout the
Nation to-day in regard to the supply of teachers for the modern rural
schools. It is easy to see that the trained leadership needed in tioun-
try districts can not be realized until a staff of teachers, professionally
trained and with the right vision and power, establish themselves as
permanent teachers. Heretofore the schools have done little to
prepare rural teachers for their difficult tasks. k most encouraging
sign of the times is this, that normal schools, colleges of agriculture,
and even schools of education in the universities have acme to see
their opportunity in training teachers for the new farm schools.
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With all that is being. done there is need of one or more central

schools to devote all their energies to the preparation of rural-life
leaders of all kinds!--teachers, local agricultural experts, rural com-
munity organizers of various kinds, including the men to take charge
of the transplanted folk high schools. The Seaman Knapp School for
Country Life, at Nashville, is promising to (rain men for rural leader-
ship, This school; or a school similarly situated, might undertake to
prepare the first leaders for the folk schools iuour southern highlands;

4
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